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Dr. MLK
Commemorative
Services Pay Tribute
To William Packer Sr.

ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA

In Commemorating
Dr. King's Birthday:
Don't Be Mystified By
Historic Candidacies
BY HAZEL TRICE EDNEY
NNPA EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

William Packer Sr.
ST. PETERSBURG - The
St. Petersburg Martin Luther
King Jr. Commemorative
Committee invites the St.
Petersburg
community
to
attend the annual Martin Luther
King Jr. worship service
scheduled for Sunday, Jan. 20,
beginning at 4:00 p.m. at the
First. Baptist
Institutional
Church at 3144 Third Ave. S.in
St. Petersburg.
This year’s service honors
William Packer Sr., longtime
chairman of the St. Petersburg
Martin
Luther King
Jr.
Commemorative Committee,
who passed away on Jan. 1. The
Rev. Dr. Wayne Thompson,
pastor of ? First Baptist
Institutional ; Church and a
longtime friend of Mr. Packer,
will give the message, a tribute
to the deceased activist. For
more information contact
Adbul K. Ali, Congregations
United for Community Action
at 727-867-7067.

The St. Petersburg Museum
of History, 335 2nd Ave. NE,
will host the 23rd Annual Dr.
Martin Luther King
Jr.
Candlelight Vigil, Monday, on
Jan. 21, beginning outdoors at
the museum entrance at 6:30
p.m. It is free and open to the
public.
George Banez, museum
executive director, says that
he and Rinita Anderson,
marketing
director,
are
delighted to partner with
the MLK Commemorative
Committee to host the vigil for
the consecutive third year.
“The museum is committed
to diversity and seeks to reflect
it not only through its board,
staff and volunteers, but
through its exhibits, education
al programs and community
partnerships as well,” he added.
The theme for this year’s

WASHINGTON,
D.C.
(NNPA) - As millions commemo
rate the 79th birthday of Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. Jan. 21,
orators and community leaders
across the nation will point to the
historic presidential campaigns of
Sens. Barack Obama and Hillary
Clinton as a sign that Dr. King’s
dream is becoming real.
But, his oldest son and others
who marched with Dr. King this
week cautioned observers against
becoming so fixated on the candi
dates that they forget about the
issues that would still cause Dr.
King pain.
“This is a pivotal year for our
nation because our nation is
saying, ‘We are willing to poten
tially elect an African-American
or a woman as our number one
person as our nominee’,” says
Martin Luther King III. “In a
sense, the ground was tilled for all
of that many years ago by my
father and many others so that we
could get to this point as it relates
to this one issue. I say ‘this’ one
issue because while Barack
Obama is doing incredibly well
around our nation, the masses of
people of color are still being
inflicted at certain levels of pain
on issues around race.”
He continues, “It’s wonderful
on the one hand because it says
that America is perhaps a different
nation. But, it still does not excuse
the fact that there are many issues
in relationship to civil and human
rights that still must be addressed.”,

PACKER
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ST.
PETERSBURG
Florida’s tax system is sick, and
requires
strong
medicine.
Floridians should demand com
prehensive tax reform to bring
equity to our tax structure, fund
essential government services,
and bring much needed tax relief
to those taxpayers who have
shouldered a disproportionate
share of the property tax burden.
Unfortunately, not only does
Amendment 1 fail to provide
strong medicine (i.e. substantial
tax savings), but it targets most
of the relief to the wrong patient.

Floridians should Vote No to
Amendment 1, and look to the
Taxation and Budget Review
Commission for comprehensive
property tax remedies.
Not only is Amendment 1
the wrong medicine for the
wrong patient, but it could
actually make matters worse.
University of Florida Economics
professor Dr. David Denslow
characterizes Amendment 1 as
“a cure that is worse than the
disease”. Amendment 1 does not
deserve your support for the
following reasons:
It gives the most tax relief to
those have suffered the least
from property tax increases,
while virtually ignoring those

who have suffered the most.
It may trigger a legal
challenge which could result in
all Save our Homes protections,
currently enjoyed by home
steaded property owners, being
ruled unconstitutional.
The Double Homestead
Exemption claim is misleading,
because the double homested
provision only applies to about
60 percent of your tax bill.
School districts are excluded,
and for good reason, given the
fact that the state has consistent
ly shifted its responsibility to
fund schools to A you guessed it

TAX
continued on pg. 4
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Take the money.

Asian Family Center
Lealman Family Center
4255 56th Avenue North
St. Petersburg,. FL 33714
727-520-9820
Clearwater Neighborhood Housing Services
608 North Garden Avenue
Clearwater, FL 33755
727-442-4155
Enoch Davis Center
1111 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
727-893-7803
GRAYDI
13420 Adams Circle
Largo, FL 33774
727-584-7200
High Point YMCA
5345 Laurel Place
Clearwater, FL 33760
727-507-9622
James B. Sanderlin Family Center
2335 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
727-321-9444
Union Academy
401 Martin Luther King Jr. Drive.
Tarpon Springs, FL 34689
727-934-5881
Wachovia Gulfport Financial Center
2001 49th Street South
Gulfport, FL 33707
727-892-7425
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You may be eligible for the

Don’t pay expensive tax

Open a bank account, build

Earned Income Tax Credit

preparation or refund loan

savings or pay bills and

(EITC)

fees.

improve your credit.

based

earnings,
qualifying

on

your

number

of

children,

and

filing status. You may also

IRS

preparers

certified tax

will

help

you

e-file
taxes FREE

your

prepare and

about

Ask

ways to put your

money to work for you.

Wealth Building Coalition
Pinellas Prosperity Campaign
The Wealth Building Coalition of Pinellas County promotes the
Earned Income Tax Credit - EITC and provides free tax
preparation for low and moderate income wage earners to

be eligible for the Child Tax

ensure eligible working families and individuals know how and

Credit

Campaign is part of the national Prosperity Campaign initiative

(CTC),

where to file. The Wealth Building Coalition/Pinellas Prosperity

Elderly

and is supported by JWBThe Children’s Services Council of

Credit or Disability Credit.

Pinellas County, United Way of Tampa Bay, Bank of America,
Pinellas County government and Internal Revenue Service.

Mercedes-Benz

PRICE &
EXPERIENCE GUARANTEE.

For the finest purchase experience,

I

J Mercedes-Benz

Price &
Experience
Guarantee

.

simply contact our Business:Development Agents by phone at:

Visit us online at

Lokevautos.com
Or come see us in person at:

19820 US Hwy 19 N
Clearwater
Talk to our Certified Business;W
D evelopment Agents to schedule
vour sales/serviee appointment, •.
schedule a 15 minute appraisal
or receive specific information
about our vehicle inventory.

Our guarantee to you:

Victor Young
General Manager

• We will beat any dealer’s
advertised price in the country
or pay you $1,000.00*
• The easiest way to shop
• Give you the best purchase
experience
• The most knowledgeable staff
in the market

19820 U.S. Hwy 19 N. • Clearwater

www.lokeyautos.com
Mercedes-Benz

Pre-owned : 866-296-6655 • Service: 877-253-9627

‘Competing dealer's offer, must be signet) and authorized by dealer. Trade-in not included. In-stock units only.
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The Weekly Challenger Newspaper
We Value Diversity. We Value Education. We Value History.
• A knowledge of history brings a feeling of fellowship that runs through the ages — be it a territory, a village, a district, or a nation.
• To live without history is likened to living without a form of memory.
• To be without history is to live without roots or a past, with the present having no real foundation, and very little meaning for the future.
• To know the events of our past (can help us) to know what future events can be.
• The Weekly Challenger is committed to featuring articles of all ethnic cultures for the reading enjoyment of both the young and old generations.
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A Black Political Dilemma
BY JAMES CLINGMAN
NNPA COLUMNIST

There are two inter
esting scenarios being
played out in the
political arena regarding whom black
people will support for President in
November 2008. One, of course, is
the Obama versus Hillary issue, and
the other is the question of black
Republican support for one of their
party’s candidates. The former issue
is far more palatable than the latter,
but both are germane to black folks
in general. Black Dems are faced
with choosing from a pool of candi
dates, each of whom would be miles
ahead of what we have now. Black
Repubs have a bunch of Reagan
wannabe’s from which to choose.
That sounds like a Hobson’s Choice a choice between what is offered and
nothing at all.
I don’t know about you, but I
sure don’t want a reincarnated
Ronald Reagan, so I will not be
voting for one of the elephants this
year. I am, however, eager to see who
the black Repubs will endorse.
That’s really going to be funny.
Guiliani: The “leader.” l am still
trying to figure out how he could be
elected. But, Bush was, so I had
better shut-up. Huckabee: The
guitar-playin’ preacher. Romney:
The financial wizard and Reagan
sycophant. McCain: The Elder,
bordering on senility. Nuff said.
Thompson: Acting like an actor. Ron

Paul: You fill in the blank. C’mon,
black Republicans; take your pick
and let us know who he is. We need a
good laugh.
On to the Dems. What a show
they are giving us! Looks like
Edwards, Hillary, and Barack, with
Edwards fading fast. Whatcha gonna
do oh this one black folks? Feeling
tom? The traditional black political
icons chose sides some time ago.
They want Hillary. But what do they
do now that Obama looks viable? Uh
Oh. We’d better have a caucus, y’all.
No worries though. Any one of those
three would be all right; but as they
said on a BET interview of Barack,
“What’s in it for us?” That is a
question that should have been asked
years ago, especially when it comes
to political candidates. This election
is going to be a good one, folks.
Looks like it’s going to come down
to Obama and Clinton. As far as I am
concerned, the Repubs don’t even
count. So let’s look at the two con
tenders by looking back at a quote
from Susan B. Anthony, as written by
Dr. Anyim Palmer.
“The old antislavery school says
that women must stay back, that we
must wait until male Negroes are
voters. But we say, if you will not
give the whole loaf of justice to an
entire people, give it to the most
intelligent first. If justice, intelli
gence, and morality are to be placed
in the government, then let the
question of white women be brought
up first and that of the Negro last.”

Dr. Palmer went on to make the
following assessment of Anthony’s
words. “Although over a hundred
years have passed since this
memorable statement..., little has
changed. One may be certain that no
meaningful change is likely to occur
in this century that will be of any
material benefit to black people in
America. Those charged by the
establishment with setting forth, pre
scribing, and defining the goals of
black people are carefully screened.
It must be confirmed and recon
firmed that for the-most part, they are
utterly harmless. It must be clearly
understood that the goals of black
people are primarily crafted by the
oppressors of black people and thenuseless lackeys. It should then be
clear that the goals subsequently
crafted were of little, if any, value to
people of color.”
I refer you to the Obama/Clinton
debate between Glen Ford and
Michael Eric Dyson on the Amy
Goodman Show; you will be able to
draw your own conclusions in
reference to Dr. Palmer’s commen
tary. So, what is in this thing for us?
Will we get Hillary, wife of the
“first’ black President? Or, will we
get Obama, the half-white, half
black President, along with a heaping
dose of euphoria? Beyond the excite
ment, the promises, the rhetoric, and
the hope, what’s in it for us?
Right now we have a Congress
that is more interested in steroids and
Clemens than they are in clemency

for William Mayo. We have a
president who, after seven years, is
desperately trying to create a legacy
in the final year of his disastrous
presidency. Nothing in either ofthose
entities for us. Now we are on the
verge qf getting a female or a black
man in the highest office in the land,
and still we must wonder how we
will fare. Will Hillary take the Susan
B. Anthony route to her victory? Will
Obama, in keeping with his “help
everyone” mantra, continue the
status quo by maintaining the same
economic gap between whites and
blacks in this country?
Maybe a Clinton/Obama (or
vice-versa) ticket is in order. They
had better have a side conversation
about that before they kill both of
their chances to win, and leave us
with one of the Reaganites, who will
take us back to Reaganomics and the
“Reaganomic Blues.”
What a dilemma for black
people this election year, both
Repubs and Dems. I have never been
a political hack; I get informed and I
vote, but I have little “hope” for
positive change for black folks until
we get our economic act together.
Just imagine what strength blacks
would have in the 2008 election if,
collectively, we were economic
players as well as mere voters.
Garvey and Malcolm told us that;
our dilemma is that we have yet to
follow their advice^ So, have fun this
year, y’all; but continue to pose the
question, “What’s in it for us?”

The Parent Institute For Quality Education:
Solutions That Work
BY MARIAN WRIGHT
EDELMAN
NNPA COLUMNIST

At the national
summit on the Cradle to
Prison Pipeline® Crisis convened by
the Children’s Defense Fund at
Howard University in September, we
had the opportunity to hear from a
number of national experts about
solutions that are working to keep atrisk children offthe track to prison and
on fire path to success. One of those
experts was David Valladolid,
president and CEO of the Californiabased Parent Institute for Quality
Education (PIQE). Mr. Valladolid
shared some of the lessons learned
from PIQE’s success.
He told us that when PIQE’s
founders first went to the lowest-per
forming elementary school in the San
Diego Unified School District and

asked if they could meet with parents
to talk about their social conditions and
their children’s low academic achieve
ment, the principal predicted correctly - that only the same few
parents who always came to school
events would turn out. But once those
parents understood that PIQE was
serious about listening to their sugges
tions they encouraged other parents in
the community to join them. Over the
next nine weeks nearly 100 parents
came to PIQE meetings, and by the
end of that session, the parents were
begging the founders to take what
they’d done there to other schools. Mr.
Valladolid said the lesson learned was
that parents were absolutely motivated,
but it was important to make sure their
voices drove the conversation and to
ask for parents’ input on what was
needed and what strategies they
thought would work for them.
PIQE now provides a free nine-

week Parent Involvement Education
'Program designed to train parents to
become an integral part of thenchildren’s education The program
helps parents understand how the
school system functions and how to
develop an active interaction with
school staff. Parents are encouraged to
communicate with teachers and coun
selors to monitor the progress of their
children in the classroom as well as to
become aware of academic expecta
tions and enrichment programs and to
ensure that their children are being
prepared for postsecondary education.
Parents also receive training on how to
establish and maintain a supportive
home learning environment, including
creating daily homework routines and
limiting television viewing.
As Mr. Valladolid said, “We tell
the parents that children will see the
world through your eyes. You must
create the vision. You must create the

expectation of what you want your
children to be. What keeps us going,
what drives us, is that [after each
course] we get to hear of the transfor
mation of parents - [like] a farm
worker in San Jose who stands before
his class and says, ‘I learned through
PIQE that I’m the architect of my
children’s future, and I will decide
which bus they get on *■ the bus to
work in the fields or the bus to a uni
versity.’”
Cesar Chavez was one of Mr.
Valladolid’s mentors, and he once told
him, “David, you can live a life of
destruction, or you can live a life of
construction. You have to make that
choice.” PIQE’s lessons about
working effectively with parents and
partnering with them to make choices
for building their children’s futures can
serve as models for other programs. I
am so grateful for their important
work.
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community news
The Ebony Scholars
Academic Club Preparing
For College And Beyond

Ebony Scholars
Academic Club
ST. PETERSBURG - The
Ebony Scholars Academic Club
has been invited to Stetson Law
University to
learn
about
preparing for the scholastic and
financial rigors of a college
education. Stetson professor

Dorothea Beane is partnering
with Sletson’s Black Law
Student Association Sp offer the
weekend workshop. Seminar
topics include “Funding Your
College Education,” “Preparing
for College and Beyond,” and
“What Parents Need to Know
About the Hidden Costs of
College.”
The Ebony Scholar students
and their families will learn
about computer-based research
for scholarships in Stetson’s
state-of-the-art law library.
The workshop takes place on

Saturday, Jan. 26, at the
Gulfport campus of Stetson
Law University.
The
Ebony
Scholars
program was started more than
two decades ago by retired
Pinellas educator Vyrle Davis
to honor African American
students for their scholastic and
community achievements and
to challenge them to continue
their education.
If you are the parent of a
high school junior and would
like to attend, please contact
Tonya Holden at 727-215-0432.

New Volunteer Open House
Set At Heritage Village
LARGO - Learn about vol
unteering and become a part of
the excitement at Heritage
Village during a New Volunteer
Open House scheduled for
Monday, Jan. 14, from 9:00 10:00 a.m. Heritage Village in
Largo is looking for people who
enjoy learning and sharing the
history of Pinellas County to
serve as volunteers at its 21-acre
living history museum.
The Open House offers a
chance to explore interesting
volunteer opportunities at
Heritage Village. Discover what
it’s like to spend time. in the

peaceful enclave of Old Florida in Largo, adjacent to Pinellas
surrounded by native pine County Extension, the Florida
woods and more than two dozen Botanical Gardens and the Gulf
historic structures that tell the Coast Museum of Art. For more
tale of bygone days. Help bring information, contact Heritage
the village to life for visitors, Village by visiting www.pinelyoung and old. ■ Volunteer lascounty.org/Heritage or call
positions are available for (727)582-2123.
docents/tour guides, living
This
event has
been
history presenters, receptionists » financed in part with Historical
and gift shop volunteers. Plan Museums
Grants-in-Aid
on staying after the Open House Program assistance provided by
to meet current volunteers and the Bureau of Historical
enjoy special activities.
Museums,
Division
of
Heritage Village, operated Historical Resources, Florida
Department of State, Secretary
by Pinellas County government,
is located at 11909 125th St. N.
of State.

TAX

in the thousands, or in some
cases tens of thousands of
dollars, this tax decrease is tax
relief in name only.
While local governments
have cut tax rates significantly
this year (and to a lesser‘degree
in 2006 in Pinellas County), the
imbalance in the tax structure
cannot be resolved simply by
cutting tax rates. A substantial
portion of the relief shduld go to
those who have been most
impacted, and that requires fun
damental change in our tax
structure, in addition to reduced
local government spending, the
elimination of unfunded state
mandates and a reversal of the
trend of cost shifts from state to
local governments.
Fortunately, there is a more
viable method for bringing true
tax reform to our state - it is the
Taxation^ and Budget Reform
Commission (TBRC). This
Constitutionally mandated com
mission convenes every 20
years, and has the authority to

continuedfrom front page
- local property taxpayers.
As a local elected official, I
and my colleagues around the
state have heard from many non
homestead property owners who
have been seriously impacted by
the rise in assessed values, and
subsequent
property taxes.
During our public budget
hearings in the summer of 2006,
we heard from business owners
whose assessed values had
doubled, tripled or quadrupled
in just a few years. We heard
from the owners of affordable
rental property who have faced
the difficult decision of raising
rent for their tenants, or falling
into red ink. Those businesses
will be provided a miniscule
amount
of
relief
under
Amendment 1 - an average of
$450 in tax savings, and a 10
percent annual cap on future tax
increases. To a property owner
who has absorbed tax increases

place items directly on the ballot
for Floridians to vote on.
Already, TBRC Commissioners
have identified several potential
methods to begin a true transfor
mation of our flawed tax system
to a more equitable, sustainable
model. These proposals include
a review of sales tax exemp
tions, replacing most school
property taxes with a sales tax,
alternatives to “highest and best
use” property valuation, and
many other proposals. For more
information, visit www.floridatbrc.org.
Comprehensive tax reform,
combined with meaningful
property insurance reform, are
two of the most critical issues
facing our state. On these issues,
it’s better to take the time to
develop real remedies, rather
than to settle for the bad
medicine of another quick fix
solution.
Floridians
should
demand real solutions, and
“Vote No” on Amendment 1.

celebrate
being
a woman

Cheating In Youth Sports
BY PAUL HAYWOOD
ST.
PETERSBURG Youth sports are supposed to
be about learning, teamwork,
social skills, discipline, and
fair play. The coaches are not
always perfect, but they
should
be
morally
and
ethically
strong.
What
happens when you have
coaches that are morally
corrupt and cheat to win
games?
The coaches in youth
sports come from all walks of
life. They are businessmen,
police officers, school admin
istrators, city workers, and
referees. However, they all
share one goal: To teach kids
how to be successful. Some
coaches equate success with
winning, which is not true.
“Stacking” your team is a
term used when a coach uses
older, more skilled athletes to
compete against younger, less

experienced athletes. During
the
bowl
(post-regular)
season, some coaches will
stack their teams to play in
bowl games. All season long,
in leagues around the state,
kids are divided by age and
weight divisions so that no
team has an unfair advantage.
Some coaches try to
justify stacking their teams by
saying, “Well I only used two
players,” or “They only
played on defense.” Using one
kid makes it cheating. The
parents that knowingly let a
coach pimp their child are
setting him/her up for a rude
awakening in life.
Are these coaches using
this same mentality on the
job? Is that school administra
tor handing out discipline
equally? Is that businessman
being honest and fair with all
of his customers? We already
question the police and their
integrity. Are these the people

that we want teaching our
kids? We do not want our kids
to learn that you have to cheat
in order to be successful. You
would think that a person that
boasts about having a degree
in Criminology would not
resort
to
criminal type
behavior to win a youth
football game. You would
think an educated person
would know right from
wrong. You would think
another coach would be man
enough to say, “Coach, we can
beat these guys without
stacking the team.” Maybe
they couldn’t that’s why they
cheated.
An old coach once said,
“You know you’re doing it
right when people hate you
and will do anything to beat
you.” He was so right!
Thank you guys for letting
me know we are doing it the
right way! Good luck next
year. No hard feelings.

What’s about to become
Florida history?
All the following Scratch-Off Games of the Florida Lottery.

$250,000 Pay Day
#683

Bankroll
#696

24 Karat Gold
#682

WE

ASH
Cash Bonanza
#544

Cowboy Cash
#686

Double Dough
#671

I?
USH
Double Lucky 7’s
#684

Goldenspin
#698

Gold Rush
#600

Instant Monopoly Game
#523

Lucky for Life
#636

YOU
DON’T
HAVE
TO BE A
HERO
TO BE A
HERO

Gold Rush
#650

Lucky Shamrock
#693

Joker’s Wild
#695

Mega Instant Monopoly
Game #590

Mega Jackpot
#599

Monopoly
#488

Royal 7’s
#626

Super 7's
#688

Super Monopoly
#427

Super Monopoly
#627

All these Scratch-Off Games officially end January 25, 2008.
So play these great games now while there are still prizes to wifi.
But remember, any winning tickets must he redeemed by Tuesday.
March 25, 2008. Prizes less than $600 may be
redeemed at any Florida Lottery retailer. Prizes $600
and over must be claimed at a Florida Lottery office.
(For the office nearest you call 850-487-7777.)
Thanks for playing these and the many other games
of the Florida Lottery.
When you play, we all«
BalMEery/conT
© 2008 Florida Lottery. Must be 18 or older to pay. Play responsibly.

www.theweeklychallenger.com
NaanWKlohnson

represents

CROWN

Mercedes-Benz

Naaman Johnson, represents Mercedes^enzj^wn

You love choices! With the latest shades,

Eurocars. Naaman is a familiar name in the luxury
. ButdpemaufcmoWtecircles and is an outstanding
■ representation of Crown^®O:ars^hd.thelus'tprfier '
service prtneipleswe befievPM

anti-aging skin care and great gift ideas,
1 can show you beautiful products suited
just for you. Call me today to find more ways
to look good and feel great!

Dianne Speights
Independent Beauty Consultant
www.marykay.com/dspeights
(727) 866-6621
(727) 896-6556

<

EUROCARS
Just recognized as one ofthe

Mercedes-Benz “Best of the Best”
Retailer Award Winners for 2002-2004-2006

‘ Naaman would like to invite all his friends, clients and
those who would like a Mercedez Benz purchase
■
experience “unlike any other”
to stop by and say hello.
Direct (727)329-3036
e-mail njohnson@crowiicars.com
FA4O994

6001 34th Street N., St. Petersburg •

(727)527-5731
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COMMUNITY NEWS
PACKER

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Courtesy of

Pubiix

JANUARY-2008

FEBRUARY-2008

Thursday, Jan. 17 - Dr. Martin Luther King High School Essay
Contest. Enoch Davis Center, 1111 18th Ave. S. 7 p.m. Oratorical
presentations. Free. 727-893-7803.

Monday, Feb. 4 - Ebony Fashion Show. Progress Energy Center
for the Arts at Mahaffey Theater, 400 1 st St. S. 8 p.m. A fast paced
fashion show of American and International designers. $30.
www.zuochapter.com or 727-420-2819.

Friday, Jan.18 - Dr. Martin Luther King Awards Banquet at the
Hilton, 333 1st St. S., 6:30 p.m. Awards banquet and ceremony.
727-327-0085.
Friday, Jan. 18 - Ladies Night. Progress Energy Center for the Arts
at Bayview Room, 400 1st St. S. 7:30 p.m. Rick Gee’s Jazz Jam
presents the The Valerie Gillespie Ensemble. $20. www.rickgeesjazzjamm.com, www.mahaffeytheater.com or 727-892-5767.
Sunday, Jan. 20 - 23rd Annual Dr. Martin Luther King Drum Major
for Justice National Festival of Bands. Tropicana Field. 6:15 p.m.
to midnight. Featuring high school and university marching bands
from across the nation performing famous half time drills and
drumlines as a special salute and tribute to Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. $10,727-327-0085.
Monday, Jan.21 - Dr. Martin Luther King Leadership Awards
Breakfast. The Coliseum, 535 4th Ave. N. 7:30 a.m. Join the
National Council of Negro Women for the Leadership Awards
Breakfast with guest speaker Dr. Crystal Kuykendall. $25. To
purchase tickets call 727-896-6556, www.stpete.org/coliseum or
727-892-5202.
Monday, Jan. 21 - 23rd Annual Dr. Martin Luther King Drum Major for
Justice National Parade. 3rd Avenue South and Dr. MLK St. to
Central Ave. to the waterfront. 1:15 to 4 p.m. Free. 727-327-0085.
Monday, Jan. 21 - Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Candlelight Vigil. St.
Petersburg Museum of History, 335 2nd Ave. N.E. 6:30 p.m. 727327-0085.
Sunday, Jan. 27 - Sunshine City Band Concert, Williams Park
bandsheli, 2nd Avenue North and 4th Street 2 p.m. Sundays
through March 16. Free 727-898-1541

Tuesday, Feb. 5 - Lecture by Robert Bazell, NBC's chief science
correspondent. Progress Energy Center for the Arts at Mahaffey
Theater, 400 1st St. S. 8 p.m. Part of the USF St. Petersburg
Energy and Environment Series. 727-873-4088 or 727-892-5767.
Saturday, Feb. 9 - Walking Tour of Downtown St. Petersburg
Historic District. Central Avenue arjtd 2nd Street second Saturday
monthly, ,10 a.m. to noon. St. Petersburg Preservation Inc. visits
historic buildings and tells the history of St. Petersburg during this
walking tour of downtown beginning at the Detroit Hotel corner. $5
donation, www.stpetepreservation.org or 727-824-7802.

continuedfrom the front page

vigil is “Reflections of the
Man: A Call td Non-violence
and Peace,” offering the oppor
tunity. to remember Dr. King,
his courage and his vision, and
hope for our nation and the
world; as well as the opportu
nity for participants to make a
personal commitment to let
their thoughts, words and
actions boldly represent that
which is right
The program begins at
6:30 p.m. and will include a
gathering and candle lighting
ceremony at the entrance of the
museum in memory of
William Packer Sr., former
chairperson of the Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. Commemorative
Committee. Mr. Packer served
as chairperson for the

committee for over 15 years.
The program will continue
indoors lead by Attorney
Darryl Rouson serving
as master of ceremonies and
featuring “Reflections” on the
non-violence theme to be
presented by Leroy Sullivan
with TECO Gas.
Paulette Johnson, artistic
director for the Soulful Arts
Academy, will present a piece
choreographed around the
theme of non-violence and
peace;
and
the
Ba’hai
community’s Black Men’s
Ensemble
will
bring
reflections through song.
For additional information
contact Tyna Middleton at
727-893-7894.

Saturday and Sunday, Feb. 9 and 10 - Great Engines ot the Past.
Pinellas Pioneer Settlement, 290*0 31st St. S. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Antique engine demonstrations, tractor pulls, a tractor parade, hay
rides and old time music. 727-866-6401.
Saturday, Feb. 16 - Get Active Tampa Bay. Vinoy Park, Bayshore
Drive and 7th Avenue Northeast 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Over 50 sport
activities for families, seniors and teen with music and food. Free.
727-456-3100.
Friday, Feb.. 22 - Tampa Bay Symphony presents A
French/Spanish Connection. Progress Energy Center for the Arts
at Mahaffey Theater, 400 1st St. S. 8 p.m. 727-442-3696.
Saturday, Feb. 23 - Suncoast Classic. BayWalk, 2nd Street and
2nd Avenue North 8 a.m. 10k and 5k run. 9 a.m. Pelican mile. 9:30
a.m. fun run. Register at www.ruriforkids.com or 727-767-8221.
Sunday, Feb. 24 - Black History Pageant's 30th Annual Production.
Progress Energy Center for the Arts at Mahaffey Theater, 400 1st St.
S. 4 p.m. Theatrical youth production illustrating black history facts
through acting, singing, poetry and dance. 727-892-5767

THE NEW 1590 AM WRXB
SERVING THE COMMUNITIES
FOR OVER 3 DECADES AND
STILL GOING STRONG!
• The best gospel music in Tampa Bay that will lift your spirits. Tune in daily from 6 a.m. -1 p.m.
• Midday cafe plays today’s R&B and classic soul music front yesterday. 1 p.m. - 7 p.m.
• Party blues & oldies as we walk you back down memory lane listening to your favorite music. 7 p.m -10 p.m.
•The Bedtime mix with Intimate sessions is music that is nice, slow and easy. 10 p.m. -12 p.m.

Professional Guardian Course
ST. PETERSBURG - St.
Petersburg College is offering the
48-hours
State
approved
Professional
Guardianship
Training course beginning Jan.
28 at the Downtown St.
Petersburg Campus.
The class is from 6:00 to 9:00
p.m. on Mondays and Thursdays

for eight weeks. The fee for the
class, including text, is $275.
These classes are designed to
acquaint and educate participants
with the full range of activities
and requirements necessary to
become professional guardians.
Guest presenters from all walks
of life, that the guardian will

interact with, are featured
throughout the class. This course
is suitable for anyone who is
serving, or wants to serve, as a
guardian - whether as a profes
sional, family member or
volunteer. At the end of the
course participants will receive a
certificate of completion and a,

roster of students will be
forwarded to
the
Florida
Department of Elder Affairs/
Statewide Public Guardianship
office.
For more information or to
register, call the Lifelong
Learning department at 727-3413184 or 341-3185

CLASSIFIED
Darius Wilson

AFRICAN-AMERICAN ATTORNEY

Detailing

•
•
•
•

Custom Detailing
Owner and Operator
St.Petersburg Florida

Worker’s Compensation (Job Injuries)
Employment Law (Job Discrimination)
Personal Injury' (Auto Accidents)
Bankruptcy Law (Chapter 7 & 13)

Atty. Roderick O. Ford, Esq.
(727)209-0814

C:727-557-6294
or 727-320-5294
Vernieltl964@yahoo.com

Master In All Casework
Lawsuits, Court-Cases, Reunite Separated,
Nature Problems And Cross-Condition, Hard Times

One Day Hot Special Blessing
100% (Guaranteed)
Call Now 24-Hours Toll Free 800-399-7353
www.bishophuriah.tv

(813) 960-0551 Fax
email: erandolphlaw@aol.com

2202 N. Westshore Blvd.
Tampa, Fl 33607
Suite 200

The hiring of a lawyer Isen important decision that should not be based soiey upon advortismont.
Before you decide ask us to sendyou Bee written Information about our qualifications and experience.

at (727) 821-9947

email: ddwrxb@yahoo.com

Request Line (727) 864-1600
OFFICE (727) 327-WRXB (9792)
2060 1 st Avenue North
St. PETERSBURG, FL 33713

Classified Ads Work!!
NOW IS THE TIME TO ACT!
Place Your Ad Today!!

Call (727) 896-2922

www.fordlaw.org

SOUTHGATE APARTMENTS

(727) 322-0664

NEW PORT RICHEY

AVOID THE EMBARRASSMENT OF BEING

62+1 bedroom $435.00
Minimum income required $1400.00

ARRESTED!
ft

Adjacent to Southgate Shopping Center

Call 1-727-847-1110

Attorney At Law
★Criminal Defense
★Traffic Tickets
★Personal Injury
★Auto Accidents
★DUIs

For Marketing and Promotions
Contact Donza Drummond

if you think there might be a
warrant for your arrest...
Please call

■

BETTER THAN THE BEST!!!
BISHOP HURIAH
KING OF ALL THE MODERN DAY PROPHETS

• The very best jazz for your listening pleasure! Every Sunday from 6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

HOMEOWNERS

a

INSURANCE

Webb’s
Bail
Bond

Easy Payment
Plans

Cancelled or
Non-Renewed???

727-393-4617

WE
GAN
HELP!!!
Larry
Eugene
Walker
• Insurance

Great Automobile Rates • Over 20 Years of Experience

Collateral
not always needed

826 49th St. S.
St. Pete Fl. 33707
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community news
Getting Kids Involved
Plus Parents Connected
Reducing Youth Violence
ST. PETERSBURG - Over
the next three weeks, six enter
tainment
professionals
are
teaming up to test a new way to
get kids involved and reduce
youth violence in the Childs
Park area of south St.
Petersburg.
Part
I:
Getting
Kids
Connected to Performing Arts On Saturday, Jan. 12,1 p.m. to 4
p.m., at Child’s Park Recreation
Center was the first of two
auditions for the Certified
Entertainment Finals Talent
Showdown happening Saturday
Jan. 26, at the Childs Park
Slamm & Jamm Mega Block
Party. Up to 40 acts auditioned
for 15 spots in the finals. First
place winners won $250 in each
of the five categories. All
winners received'packages that
connects them with training
programs
and
professional
support for their careers - a
Royal Theater demo recording
studio contract, Artist Image
Consultation by Bam Bam
Productions, Logo package by

ejae3 Designs, hair makeover by
House of Styles Salon, and
more. Reach Producer Larry
Brant at 727-743-6612 or Eric
Green, founder of the EYU Bay
Area Idol Talent Search, at 727599-9912.
Part II: Training Young
Women in Poise & Presence For the past four weeks,
Cashmere & Colours Troupe has
provided free training to new
young models for a runway
show happening on Saturday,
Jan. 26 at the Childs Park Mega
Block Party. Practice sessions
are every Monday and
Wednesday evening at 6, at
Bartlett Park Recreation Center.
Choreographers Lynette Eva,
Adrienne Douglas, Erica Davis
and designer Audrey McGhee
can be reached at 727-723-5722.
Part III: Connecting Men to
the Community - Coach Tommy
Lampley of the Childs Park
Eagles & Bulls is in the lead,
coaching four teams of men to
compete in the upcoming Men’s
Basketball Slamm Finals on

Saturday Jan. 26, at the Childs
Park Mega Block Party. Coach
Lampley can be reached at 727623-3705.
The Childs Park Mega
Block Party event is a new
approach to, connecting the
community and reducing youth
violence. It is sponsored and
supported by the City of S t.
Petersburg, The PACT, Council
of Neighborhood Associations,,
LiveFree Coalition, Child’s Park
Recreation
Center
ancl
Neighborhood Association, St..
Petersburg Police,
Pinellas:
County Urban League and
others. The Jan. 26, Mega Block
Party expects over 1,000
parents, youth and participants.
“Connection Points” at the event
include on-the-spot job applica
tions, open enrollment into 400
new after school slots in Child’s
Park, free tax preparation and
much more. So far, 50 vendors
are sponsoring dozens of door
prizes to attract a “capacity
crowd” for the event.

Supervisor Of Elections
Deborah Clark Announces
Early Voting Started January 14
Pinellas County Supervisor
of Elections Deborah Clark
announces that early voting for
the
Jan.
29
Presidential
Preference Primary begins at 8
a.fn. on Monday, Jan. 14.
“Early voting and voting by
mail make casting a ballot more
convenient for voters,” said
Clark. “It is difficult for some
voters to get to the polls on
election day.”
The early voting period will
run from Jan. 14 through 26.
Hours are 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Monday through Saturday.
.
Early voting is available at
all Supervisor of Elections

offices:
Election Service Center
Starkey
Lakes
Corporate
Center, 13001 Starkey Rd.,
Largo, 33773
Pinellas
County
Courthouse, 315 Court St.,
Room 117, Clearwater, 33756
County Building, 501 First
Ave. N., St. Petersburg, 33701
All registered voters are
eligible to vote by mail. To
request a ballot by phone, call
(727) 464-6788. The deadline to
request that a ballot be mailed to
you is 5 p.m. on Wednesday,
Jan. 23. Voters may pick up
ballots through Election Day.

Ballots must be returned to any
Supervisor of Elections office
by 7 p.m. on Election Day and
cannot be accepted at polling
places.
To avoid delays and extra
paperwork, voters should bring
picture and signature identifica
tion to the polls. Anyone
without valid ID can vote a pro
visional ballot. A canvassing
board will later determine the
validity of any provisional
ballots. For detailed early
voting or mail ballot informa
tion, or to view a sample ballot,
go to www.votepinellas.com or
call (727) 464-6108.

Harvard Graduate To Address
Ebony Scholars SOS Students

Dr. Rozalia Williams
ST. PETERSBURG - On
Saturday, Jan. 26, Dr. Rozalia
Williams who is a Harvard
graduate and author will present
a workshop for the Ebony
Scholar students in the Save Our

Students program (SOS). Dr.
Williams is a nationally recog
nized author whose publications
include the highly used book,
“College FAQ Book” The book
contains over 5000 college
related questions and answers,
and is the first and only compre
hensive book of questions and
answers about the college experi
ence. Dr. Williams’ presentation
will be divided into two parts,
one for students and one for
parents. She will explain how
colleges and universities are
organized, discuss what goes on

behind the scenes, and inform
students what they need to know
to succeed. Additionally, the
students and parents will be
introduced to the social and
academic demands of the college
environment.
Consequently,
students will be better prepared
to make a smooth transition to
college and adulthood.
The workshop will be
conducted at the Hospice
Building located at 3050 lst
Ave. S., in St. Petersburg. The
program will begin promptly at
9:00 a.m. and end at 1:00 p.m.

Application Period For
Fundamental, Magnet And
Career Academy Programs
For 2008-09 Begins Feb. 11
CLEARWATER - If you
would like your child to
attend a countywide magnet,
fundamental or high school
academy program next year,
the time to choose is near. The
application period for county
wide magnet, fundamental
and high school career
academy programs is Feb. 1122.
Beginning Jan. 14, parents
of first-time students ’ of
Pinellas
County
Schools
either must call or visit a
Family
Education
and
Information Center (FEIC) to
obtain
an
identification
number for their child. This
student I.D. number will
allow parents to apply during
the countywide application
period. Be prepared to provide
the following information the child’s name as it appears
on his or her legal proof of
identity, the child’s legal resi
dential address in Pinellas
County, the child’s grade level
for August 2008 and any
special services the child
requires such as English for
Speakers of Other Languages
or
exceptional
student
education.
The FEICs are located at
1101 Marshall St., Clearwater,
(727) 298-2858, and 3420
Eighth Ave. S, St. Petersburg,
(727) 552-1595. Center hours

the Montessori Program at
are (Clearwater) Monday,
Wednesday, Thursday and Gulfport Elementary (only
Friday 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and incoming kindergarteners and
other
eligible
students),
Tuesday 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Lakewood Elementary or
and (St. Petersburg) Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday Maximo ■ Elementary during
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and the Feb. 11-22 application
Wednesday 9 a.m. to 4:30 period. A child will not lose
his or her current school
p.m.
assignment if parents apply to
Families wishing to apply
one of these schools. Douglas
to a countywide magnet, fun
damental or high school L. Jamerson Elementary and
academy program or Area A James Sanderlin Elementary,
elementary magnets can only which used to be Area A
apply
by
calling
the magnets, now are countywide
automated phone system at programs available for appli
(727) 501-0871 beginning cation by all students.
Pinellas
Park
High
Feb. 11. Step-by-step instruc
School,
6305
118th
Ave.
N,
tions on applying are in the
“Directory of Programs” that • Largo, will be the site of the
will be available shortly at the Feb. 2 Information Fair. From
10 a.m. until 2 p.m., the event
FEICs, schools and on the
district
website
, at will offer parents the chance
to meet representatives of
www.pcsb.org.
The acceptance period for magnet, fundamental and
countywide magnet, funda career academy programs as
mental and high school well as charter schools.
Discovery Nights are
academy programs is March
scheduled Feb. 4-22 at the
10-16. Parents must call (727)
schools. The dates and times
501-0871 during that time to
accept a program invitation. If are available in the “Directory
Programs”
and
at
the parent does not call during of
that period, the application for www.pcsb.org. Parents should
contact schools directly for
the child will be voided.
Four elementary magnet dates and times of school
Links
to
school
schools are available for tours.
websites, virtual tours, school
students living in Area A (St.
Petersburg). Families living in brochures and other important
that area may apply for data about schools also can be
Campbell Park Elementary,
found on the website.

AVE
THE
c National Council
of Negro Women, Inc.
22nd Annual
Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. ,4.
Leadership Breakfast
Theme: |
Remember!
Celebrate! Act!
A Day On,
Not A Day Off!!
Tickets: $25.00 per person

Speaker: Dr. Crystal Kuykendall
“Educator, Attorney, Human Relations
Expert and Powerful Presenter”

T-SHIRTS1 UNIFORMS . SPORTSWEAR . FAMILY REUNIONS . MEMORIALS

PHs (727)823-2500

PH: (727)768-7529

UNIVERSITY
“ WE GOT IT g 99
CUSTOM WEAR FOR YOUR CUSTOM NEEDS
1550 1©TM ST. S.
EML: SCORPIO82109@YAHOO.COM
GRAPHICS . SCREEN PRINTING . EMBROIDERY . BANNERS . SIGNS & MORE I

Jeff Lyash, President/CEO
Progress Energy, Florida
Honorary Chair
Monday, January 21, 2008
St. Petersburg Coliseum
535 Fourth Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL
7:30 A.M.

To Purchase Tickets or
Reserve Tables Contact:
Dianne Speights, Coordinator
727-896-6556 or 727-866-6621
Mary Clowers, Co-Chair
Thomas Whidock, Co-Chair
Email: ncnwstpete@yahoo.com
Ticket Locations:
The Weekly Challenger
Deanie K’s Beauty Salon
2500 Dr. Martin Luter King Jr. St. S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
The National Council
of Negro Women, Inc.
St.Petersburg
Metropolitan Section
Signora Farris, President

ON JANUARY 21, 2068 ST.PETERSBURG WIIX CELEBRATE '
THE NATIONAL HOLIDAY HONORING
DI C KING’S LEGACY OF TOLERANCE, PEACE, AND EQUALITY.
CO-SPONSORED BY CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG

stfetcrsbiri

Progress Energy
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COMMUNITY NEWS
‘The Great Debaters’ Leads
The 39th NAACP Image
Award Nominations
BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
BEVERLY HILLS, CA
(AP) - “The Great Debaters,” a
film based on the real-life
victories of a black debating
team in the 1930s, topped the
list of nominees announced
Tuesday for the 39th NAACP
Image Awards.
“Girlfriends” and “Everybody
Hates Chris” led TV nominees
honored by the National
Association
for
the
Advancement
of Colored
People (NAACP), America’s
oldest civil rights organization.
“The Great Debaters”
collected eight nominations,
including outstanding motion
picture and both outstanding
actor and outstanding director
for Denzel Washington. The

movie also garnered three supporting-actor nominations for
Forest Whitaker, Nate Parker and
Denzel Whitaker.
Other best-picture nominees:
“American Gangster,” “I Am
Legend,” “Talk to Me” and
“Tyler Perry’s Why Did I Get
Married?”
Other
outstanding-actor
nominees were Columbus
Short for “Stomp the Yartj,”
Don Cheadle for “Talk to Me,”
Terrence Howard for “Pride”
and Will Smith for “I Am
Legend.”
Nominated for outstanding
actress: Jumee Smollett for
“The
Great
Debaters,”
Angelina Jolie for “A Mighty
Heart,” Halle Berry for
“Things We Lost In the Fire,”
Jill Scott for ‘‘Tyler Perry’s

Why Did I Get Married?” and
Taraji P. Henson for “Talk To
Me.”
,
In
TV
categories,
“Everybody Hates Chris” and
“Girlfriends” had seven nomi
nations each, including best TV
comedy.
In music categories, the
nominees
for
outstanding
album were Alicia Keys’
“As I Am,” Chris Brown’s
“Exclusive,” Kanye West’s
“Graduation,” “Growing Pains”
by Mary J. Blige and “System”
by Seal.
The Image Awards honor
those who promote diversity in
the arts. Awards in 44 cate
gories, including literature, will
be presented Feb. 14 in a Los
Angeles ceremony broadcast
live on Fox.

Davis Center Hosts MLK High
School Essay Contest Finals
and third place winners,
respectively.
Free and open to the public,
the
essay
contest
is
co-sponsored by the St.
Petersburg Chapter of the Dr.
Martin
Luther
King
Jr,
Commemorative Commission
and the city of St Petersburg.
Refreshments will be served.

ST. PETERSBURG - The
public is invited to enjoy the
oratorical presentations for the
28th Annual Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr., High School Essay
Contest Finals hosted at the
Enoch Davis Center, 1111 18th
Ave. S. in St. Petersburg.
Six participants will deliver
their essays on Thursday, Jan.

entitled, “It Started With a
Dream ... Many Views, One
Vision.”
Theresa Jones, Community
Affairs director for the City of
St. Petersburg, will serve as
moderator for the contest. The
judges for 2008 are Claudius
Effoim,
Beafriz
Harvey,
Martha Tunno and Joe Mahon.

17, at 7:00 p.m. More than 50

U.S; Savings Bonds of $400,

Entertainment will be provided

high school youth participated
this year by writing an essay

$200, and $100 will , be
awarded to the first, second

by Everyone’s Youth United.

&

ON JANUARY 18th
. THINK GREEN

JAZZ
JAMM
Preparation Is The Right Key!
Okay, so you want to sit in on city. You may want to locate jazz
a jam session. Are you prepared? jam sessions that cater to younger
Are you really ready to join other players, and have seasoned
jazz musicians in a jam? Know musicians in the house who are
this... a jazz musician must available to help you, as a mentor.
prepare himself to perform in a After you locate what you might
jam session. Unless you’re an think is the right jam session for
accomplished or experienced jazz YOU, it’s always a good idea to
musician, you do not just decide attend it at least once or twice
you’re going to sit in on a jam before showing up with your
hom. During this investigating
session. Unless you’re prepared,
time, meet and talk with
you might get your feelings hurt.
First, you’re going to have to find musicians, patrons of the venue,
and even the venue staff. This is a
the right jam session for YOU.
When I was learning to play, the way that you can obtain more
only way you knew about a jam insight into the do’s and don’ts of
the jam. I remember that I visited
session was by word of mouth.
Today, in certain locales, it’s a lot the Peppermint Lounge in
easier to find out where the jam Orange, N.J. several times before
sessions are being held. One way I even thought about bringing my
is to check out the Internet and do hom. .When I finally brought my
a search for “jam sessions.” But, hom, I still didn’t attempt to
listened
arid
be sure to include the word “jazz” play...I just
when you search beeausfi a lot of observed what was going on
jam sessions may appear around nSe. Billy Phipps, tenor
including “rock and roll jam man for Brother Jack McDuffhad
warned me that no matter how
sessions, blues jam sessions,
anxious I was to play and get
country jam sessions, and more.”
Also, you might want to include involved in the local jazz music
scene, I first had to modify it with
the city in which you’re looking;
some knowledge.
i.e. jazz jam session - St.
The following are more sug
Petersburg, Fla. Of course, if you
gestions that you may find useful"
have friends or know someone
who is a jazz musician, you might when checking out a jazz jgm
session. It’s important to make a
want to ask them, if they know
note
of the tunes the musicians
where you ©an find a jazz jam
play. Usually, as I found out at the
session. ,
,
, ,
Peppermint Lounge, the same
In some of the larger cities,
you are more apt to find different tunes are usually played. With a
levels of jazz jam sessions. If list of tunes played, you can focus
you’re a music student or just and practice those tunes before
starting out on an instrument, you joining the jam. Once, I asked an
won’t want to join a jam session experienced musician what I
should do before sitting in on a
with professional jazz musicians
featuring the best players in the jam session. His advice was for

me to learn a tune from top to
bottom (melody, bridge, ending),
sideways, up and down, and any
other way possible. Then he said,
“You might be ready.” To this
day, I have followed his advice. In
fact, on Friday I plan on sitting in
and have been practicing the tune
I want to play, “The Nearness of
You,” in the Key of F. Everyday,
when I walk near my instrument,
1 pick it up and play the tune. I
first play it as written. Then I play
each measure backwards. I track
the tune by playing the first note
of each chord in each measure,
while listening to the changes and
memorizing them. When I’m
comfortable with the melody, I
begin to make up “licks” in each
measure, if there are words to the
tune (a ballad), I memorize them.'
I find it helps when playing, if
you know the words you can put
more emotion into the tune and
your audience can feel it.
We’ll get jnto more tips on
preparation in the next column
about jam sessions, so please
stayed tuned. Don’t forget! If
you’re interested in playing in a
jam session, let me know.
Remember to “Keep Jazz
Alive” by “Supporting Live
Jazz!”
Jazz fans - do you have any
feedback? I would like to hear
from YOU! You may visit my
website at wwW.rickgeesjazzjamm.com or email me at
JazzJahim@aol.com. You may
also mail your letters to Rick
Gee ’s Jazz Jamm, c/o The Weekly
Challenger, 2500 ML King Sfy S.,
St. Petersburg, FL 33705.
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CHALLENGER SPORTS
Brady Almost Perfect As Patriots Top
Jaguars 31 -20 To Advance To
AFC Championship

Tom Brady And Teammates
BY HOWARD ULMAN
FOXBOROUGH, MA. (AP)
- Tom Brady set another record
and thinks he deserves one more
award.
The dimple-chinned quarter
back with the winning smile took
the snap - after faking as if the
ball had gone directly to running
back Kevin Faulk - and threw the
go-ahead touchdown pass in the
New England Patriots' 31-20 win
over the Jacksonville Jaguars on
Saturday night.
It was just one ofhis 26 com
pletions in 28 attempts, an NFL
record 92.9 percent for regularseason and playoff games.
“I'm
looking
for
my
Academy Award on that play,”
said Brady, already named the
MVP and offensive player of the
year. “They bit on the run pretty
good.”
Brady caught the snap,
jumped with his empty right hand
raised high, then shifted the ball
from his left hand and threw a 6yard scoring pass to Wes Welker
that gave the Patriots a 21-14 lead
six minutes into the third quarter.
By the time it was over, they
had advanced to the AEG cham
pionship game for the second
straight year and remained

perfect at 17-0, matching the
1972'Miami Dolphins, the only
team to go unbeaten from the first
game of the season through the
Super Bowl.
“The thing about it now is
that none of it matters,” Brady
said. “For 17 games, it all comes
down to this and we were here
last year. I hope we perform
better.”
Last season, the Patriots lost
to Indianapolis in the AFC title
game, 38-34, after squandering
an 18-point lead. They could
meet again; New England will be
host next Sunday at Gillette
Stadium to the winner of
Sunday's game between San
Diego and Indianapolis.
The Patriots beat both this
season, and coach Bill Belichick
said he has no preference.
“We don't have any control
over it,” he said.
It seemed the Jaguars (12-6)
had that same problem when it
came to stopping Brady, who had
just two completions longer than
14 yards.
“It was a dump-down game,”
Jaguars rookie safety Reggie
Nelson sniffed. “Anybody can go
26-of-28 in a dump-down game.”
Nobody ever has, and Brady
did it mostly without Randy
Moss, who had only one catch
against double- and triplecoverage.
“They went back to the old
way of covering me," Moss said.
“We win as a team: I've never
been a greedy guy. I'm not going
to start now.”
Brady hit all the other

receivers - throwing for three
touchdowns and 262 yards.
“When they're open like that,
it's my job to hit them,” he said.
“They were open every time, so
it's easy to play quarterback.”
And he was sacked just once,
on the Patriots' first offensive
play.
“You can't have a guy like
Brady sitting back with time - 5,
6 seconds — to find a receiver
because, believe me, he's going
to find a receiver,” Jaguars
defensive end Paul Spicer said.
While Jacksonville's defense
struggled to stop Brady and crew,
New England's defense had no
such problems against the
Jaguars' one-two rushing punch
of Fred Taylor and Maurice
Jones-Drew.
The
league's
second-most productive duo
during the regular season
combined for just 66 yards.
It was the Patriots who
dominated on the ground as
Laurence Maroney rushed for
122 yards* including a l-yard
touchdown.
Brady completed his first 16
passes before the next one went
off the hands of Benjamin
Watson, who caught two others
for touchdowns.
“You always think you
should catch anything,” Watson
said. “Hey, my bad.”
The next nine passes found
their targets before one went right
through Welker's hands with 6:46
left in the game.
One throw the Patriots didn't
make may have helped the
Jaguars take a 7-0 lead. David

Garrard completed an 8-yard
touchdown pass to Matt Jones on
their first possession. He threw as
he was going down while in the
grasp of Mike Vrabel, and his
knee might have touched the turf
before he released the pass.
Belichick pulled the red
challenge flag from his sock, but
held on to it.
“It was just too late by the
time we got a look at it,” he said.
Brady tied it on the Patriots'
first possession with a 3-yard
scoring pass to Watson.
New England capitalized on
Garrard's
tumble
on
Jacksonville's second possession
when he was hit by Ty Warren
and Vrabel recovered at the
Jaguars 29. On the first play of
the second quarter, Maroney ran
in from the 1.
But Garrard, in just his
second playoff game, kept
matching the success of Brady, a
two-time Super Bowl MVP. He
completed 22 of 33 passes for
278 yards, two touchdowns and
an interception.
“They're
explosive
and
they're efficient,” Garrard said.
“We felt we could fight fire with
fire.”
One, of their last chances
ended when Rodney Harrison
intercepted Garrard's pass with
4:34 left That gave Harrison four
interceptions in his last four
playoff games, tying Aenaes
Williams' record for the NFL'S
longest playoff streak.
“Rodney's interception at the
end sealed it,” Brady said. “We
really needed that play.”

LSU's Dorsey To Be Honored
Alongside OU, NFL Great Selmon

Glenn Dorsey
BY OSKAR GARCIA
BOYS TOWN, Neb. (AP) LSU tackle Glenn Dorsey, even
with his newfound national title
and hopes of being picked No.
1 in this year's NFL draft, won't
be the most famous lineman
accepting the Outland Trophy
on Thursday night.
He'll be alongside Pro
Football Hall of Famer Lee
Roy Selmon, the former Tampa
Bay Buccaneers star consid
ered who is accepting the same
trophy more than 30 years after
winning it at Oklahoma.
Winners didn't receive an
actual trophy until the l980s,

so a past recipient is brought
back each year to receive his
own hardware.
“When you think of
Outland, you think of guys
from Nebraska and Oklahoma,
big-time football players —
guys with great character who
basically come out and ■ just
beat the tar out of you,” Dorsey
said Wednesday, two days after
his Tigers beat Ohio State 3824 in the BCS national champi
onship game. “It's a real honor
to be mentioned in the same
category as him.”
Selmon won national titles
with the Sooners in 1974 and
1975 and won the Outland
Trophy and Lombardi Award in
1975. He was the top pick in
the 1976 NFL draft, played for
Tampa Bay until 1984 and was
inducted into the Hall of Fame
in 1995.
“If s humbling to be as old
as I am to be invited back to get
anything,” joked the 53-year-

old Selmon as he patted the
engraved
Outland
Trophy
displayed beside him.
The pair appeared together
in advance of a Thursday
dinner where Dorsey will
accept the same award, given to
the
nation's
top
interior
lineman. The Outland is one of
a handful Dorsey earned in a
season he played at less than
full strength.
“He reminds me a lot of
Warren (Sapp),” Selmon said
of Dorsey. “For a guy his size
to have the explosiveness and
the speed and quickness is
really rare - you don't see that a
lot in the National Football
League or anywhere else. He's
a special talent.”
Despite battling knee and
tailbone injuries as well as
constant double-teams, the AllAmerican had 39 solo-tackles,
25 assists, 111/2 tackles for
losses, six sacks, four pass
breakups and four quarterback

hurries in 13 games.
The 6-foot-2, 303-pound
Dorsey said he didn't prefer any
particular team to draft him,
but said he was a fan of the San
Francisco 49ers and Dallas
Cowboys as a kid.
Dorsey
and
Selmon
appeared at the famed Boys
Town children's home in west
Omaha, famous for its work
with abused, abandoned and
neglected children. The home
was immortalized by the 193 8
movie “Boys Town,” which
starred Spencer Tracy and
Mickey Rooney.
Dorsey also offered his
thoughts on new Nebraska
coach Bo Pelini, who was his
defensive coordinator at LSU.
“Just look forward to
working hard,” ■ said Dorsey,
who called Pelini a “big-time”
influence in his life. “You're
going to work hard but it's
going to pay off in the end.”

AP TOP 25 BASKETBALL
NFL TRIVIA OF
THE WEEK
What team holds the NFL team record
for most consecutiVe road game wins?
Hint: Were the winners
of Super Bowl XXIH.

X

Last Week’s Answer:

7

The New England Patriots

See Sports Page Next Week For The Answer!!

1. North Carolina (45) 17-0
2. Memphis (24) 15-0
3. Kansas (3) 16-0
4. UCLA 16-1
5. Georgetown 13-1
6. Tennessee 14-1
7. Duke 13-1
8. Washington State 14-1
9. Indiana 14-1
10. Texas A&M 15-1
11. Michigan State 14-2
12. Butler 16-1
13. Marquette 13-2
14. Dayton 14-1
15. Pittsburgh 14-2

16. Vanderbilt 16-1
17. Wisconsin 13-2
18. Mississippi 14-1
19. Texas 13-3
20. Xavier 14-3
21. Miami (FL) 14-1
22. Arizona State 13-2
23. Rhode Island 15-2
24. Clemson 13-3
25. Villanova 11-3

Colts Hoping
Dungy Decides To
Keep Coaching

Tony Dungy
BY MICHAEL MAROT
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) Colts owner Jim Irsay will do
what it takes to keep coach Tony
Dungy.
He'll keep paying him the big
bucks* help him get back to
Tampa Bay more often, even give
him additional time off if
necessary! So will that be enough
to keep Dungy on the sideline?
"Tony knows how much I
want him to stay," Irsay said after
Sunday's 28-24 loss to San
Diego. "We'll sit down and talk
this week and beyond this week.
He needed to be down in Tampa
some in the offseason, taking care
of his family. We can work
around that.”
"Anything that can make it
easier, and have him come back
and forth in the offseason or
anything like that, I think that's
possible."
Dungy still intends to discuss
the future plans with his wife,
Lauren, before meeting again
with Irsay and team president Bill
Polian although, he gave no
timetable for a decision.
It's the third consecutive year
Dungy has contemplated retire
ment, and he returned each of the
previous two.
But he has frequently said he
doesn't consider himself an NFL
"lifer," and has often acknowl
edged he planned to leave the
game by age 50. He turned 52 in
October and has committed
himself to many charitable causes
off the field.
The debate heated up again
this week after his l6-year-old
son, Eric, reportedly enrolled at a
Tampa
high
school
after
attending Park Tudor High
School in Indianapolis the last
two years, and he insists that
another early playoff exit won't
change his thought process.
"This game won't really
affect it at all," Dungy said.
"We'll analyze it as this coming
week goes on. I will sit down
with my wife and talk to Jim and
we'll come to a conclusion. I
think we are all disappointed now
and we are looking forward to
next year and improving things."
Players, too, are uncertain

about Dungy's plans.
Two-time
league
MVP
Peyton Manning said he didn't
know what to expect at Monday's
annual
end-of-the-season
meeting. He declined to reflect on
what Dungy has meant to him
and his career.
"It's hard for me to think
about at this point," Manning
said, "I'm not sure what we'll find
out at that meeting. It's always
disappointing, in general, and it's
hard to think about that at this
point."
O’ther players appeared to
lobby for Dungy's return,
although they understand why
Dungy would retire.
Dungy has led the Colts to a
league-record five consecutive
12-win seasons, five straight AFC
South titles, two conference
championship games and last
year's Super Bowl title. And with
all of Indy's key players, except
tight end Dallas Clark, under
contract for next season, it doesn't
appear there will be much regres
sion.
Still, they realize Dungy must
make a decision he's comfortable
with.
' 'I have more respect for him
than any other coach," said kicker
Adam Vinatieri, who owns four
Super Bowl rings. "Selfishly, I'd
like to have him back. If he goes,,
I'll give him a hug and wish him
well."
Dungy is 127-65 in 12
seasons as a head coach, finishing
his six-year career in Tampa Bay
as the franchise's winningest
coach. He's the only Colts coach
to get double-digit victory totals
and earn playoff berths in six
straight seasons and he led the
Buccaneers to the 1999 NFC,
championship game.
t
If Dungy
leaves,
his
successor may already be in
place.
Assistant headz coach, Jim
Caldwell, has become a regular
on the interview circuit, and
Dungy and Manning have
endorsed as a solid head coaching
candidate. Caldwell recently met
with the Atlanta Falcons and
Baltimore Ravens about their
openings last week. Caldwell also
interviewed with the Arizona
Cardinals last year.
But if the Colts had their
choice, Dungy would return for
the 2008 season.
"This is nothing unusual,"
Irsay said. "He's been taking it
year-to-year the past few years,,
so I hope he comes back."

Rays Seek
Permission To Play
Three Games At
Disney World
ST. PETERSBURG (AP) The Tampa Bay Rays want to go
back to Walt Disney World.
The team plans to ask the St.
Petersburg City Council for per
mission to play a series against
the Toronto Blue Jays from April
22-24.
If approved, it would be the
second consecutive year the Rays
played regular season games at
Disney's Wide World of Sports in
Kissimmee, about 95 miles east
of Tropicana Field. Last May, the
Rays swept the Texas Rangers in

a three-game series at Disney, but
drew only a combined 27,000
fans.
Still, the Rays believe the
games are needed if they are to
expand their fan base beyond the
Tampa Bay area.
"We were very pleased with
every aspect of last year's series at
the Disney Sports Complex, par
ticularly the experience we were
able to provide for fans who were
attending their first Rays games,"
team president Matt Silverman
said in a statement.
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STATE NEWS
Attorney
General Bill
McCollum

Attorney General Warns
About “Too Good To Be
True” Auto Sales

McCollum: ‘Don’t let misleading auto advertising take you fora ride!’
TALLAHASSEE - Attorney
General Bill McCollum issued a
consumer advisory warning
Floridians about potentially mis
leading auto advertisements.
The Attorney General cautioned
consumers who may be ^buying
automobiles during any new
year’s sales to watch out for
advertisements that may not be
entirely accurate and high
pressure sales tactics or scams
that may unfairly ensnare
consumers
in
unfavorable
purchase agreements.
Common
misrepresenta
tions include promises that
dealers
will
pay
off a
consumer’s lease or loan and
claims that consumers can be
pre-approved for any vehicle of
their choosing.
“Floridians who may be
trying to take advantage of sales
during the first month of the new
year should be wary of any deal
that sounds too good to be true,”
said
Attorney
General
McCollum. “Buying an automo
bile is an important and often
carefully planned decision and it
is imperative that consumers are
not preyed upon by unscrupu
lous advertising or salespeople
who are more concerned about
making a sale than looking out
for
the
customer’s
best
interests.”
The ‘We’ll pay off your loan

device that specifically targets
individuals concerned about
their credit score and the impact
it could have on financing
options.
Consumers
often
receive advertisements letting
them know they have been pre
approved for a loan amount. A
dealer can then manipulate the
consumer
into
purchasing
whichever vehicle provides the
best benefit to the dealer
because the consumer believes
he or she has no additional
financing options. A third
common advertising gimmick is
the “Super Sale,”, which occurs
when an auto dealership hires a
third party sales team to conduct
the entire sale. The outside
company typically increases the
cost of each vehicle and then
calculates new, lower payments
based on the longest possible
term with a deceptively low and
enticing down payment. There js
no real discount available and
consumers may even end up
paying more than necessary for
the vehicle.
The attorney general’s office
regularly investigates allega
tions of misleading or deceptive
advertising or business practices
which are prohibited under
Florida’s Deceptive and Unfair
Trade Practices Act.
Recent settlements related to
auto sales include a November

OR lease no matter how much

2007 agreement with Bill Heard

you still owe!” claim is
deceptive because consumers
rarely realize that if the dealer
pays off the debt, the consumer
will then owe that debt to the
dealer and will often receive a
steeply de-valued price for their
trade-in vehicle. Leases and
loans are contracts and cannot
be dissolved without steep
penalties, which are also
assumed by the dealer and
charged back to the consumer.
To mask the higher total cost,
dealers may extend the term of
the new loan to keep payments
low, but will ultimately benefit
from the end cost. To avoid
getting caught in this trap,
consumers should wait to trade
in their automobile until they
owe less than the vehicle’s
value.
The pre-approval sale is
another potentially misleading

Chevrolet
that
resolved
concerns about the company’s
print and radio advertisements
and direct mailers. The company
agreed to alter its. marketing
practices and improve the
process for addressing consumer
complaints.
To encourage consumers to
make wise decisions when pur
chasing a new or used automo
bile, the Attorney General offered
the following suggestions:
• Be cautious of extremely
low monthly payments, as these
may indicate a longer payment
term. If possible, focus on the
full price of the automobile.
• Pay attention to the actual
terms of the sale rather than the
“deal” being offered by the deal
ership. Ask questions about any
terms that seem excessive or
unnecessary.
• Salespeople may offer

various incentives (cash back,
“customer loyalty” discounts,
special financing deals, etc.) that
can be worth several thousand
dollars off the new car price.
Compare incentives and use
them as a negotiating tool if
possible.
• Do research on how much
your trade-in is worth. Some
salespeople may try to lower the
actual value of the trade-in
dining negotiations.
• Do not make an emotional
care purchase or let a dealer
know you are purchasing a car
because you absolutely must.
• Know your credit score
and what kind of financing
options 'should be provided to
you because of your score.
Avoid giving this information to
a salesperson before a price is
agreed upon.
• Investigate any and all
available financing options
rather than simply accepting the
financing terms provided by the
dealership.
Consumers are encouraged
to
contact
the
Attorney
General’s Lemon Law program
if they believe they have been
sold a “lemon.” Florida’s Lemon
Law applies to new or demon
strator vehicles sold or long
term leased in the state of
Florida. When consumers buy or
lease a new or demonstrator
motor vehicle, the selling dealer
or lessor is required to provide a
copy of the “Consumer Guide to
the Florida Lemon Law.’’ This
publication explains consumer
rights, gives steps to follow to
resolve problems and contains a
toll-free number for the Lemon
Law Hotline and a form the
consumer can use to notify the
manufacturer of chronic defects
and time out of service for
repair. Last year, the Florida
Lemon
Law
Arbitration
Program surpassed the $350
million mark in refunds and
replacements for consumers
who
bought
incessantly
defective new vehicles. Since
1989, the Lemon Law program
has produced refunds or replace
ment vehicled for more than
13,300 consumers. More infor
mation is available online at
www.myfloridalegal.com.

Harvard Grad Writes 5,000
FAQs About College
MIAMI (BlackNews.com)
- Students, parents and mentors
who want to know the right
questions to ask before, during
and after making important
decisions about college will
find them in the “College FAQ
Book:
Over
5,000
Not
Frequently Asked Questions
About
College! ”
With
questions categorized into 30
subject areas that cover every
possible detail of the college
experience, readers can literally
sit down with this pocket-size
book, and when talking on the
telephone or in front of a
college official, go down the list
to make sure they get all the
information they need.
The first and only compre
hensive book of questions on
the college experience, the
“College FAQ Book” gives
readers questions they Would
never have thought of on their
own; and helps them discover
which important questions they
are not asking. Whether
students are on’ a college tour,
meeting with an academic
advisor, trying to register for
classes or putting together a dis
sertation committee, they will
always have a set of relevant,
thought-provoking questions to
ask.
Writer’s Digest magazine
commented, “A student can
refer to this manual at each step
of the college process from
admission to graduation. It
actively forces its reader to seek
out (and think about) the
answers to its questions, rather
than sit back and have those
answers provided. The author

leaves no stone unturned when
it comes to college facts.”
Author Rozalia Williams is
president
of
Hidden
Curriculum Education, Inc.,
which was featured in Black
Enterprise magazine (May
2005). She earned a doctorate
from Harvard University with a
concentration
in
Higher
Education Administration. Dr.
Williams said, “Too many
students with high academic
credentials are not graduating
from college because they think
high schools and colleges
operate in the same manner;
they think all colleges are alike;
and they think fictional
accounts of colllege life seen on
television or in movies is the
reality. Unfortunately, when
they go to college they find
themselves overwhelmed and
eventually end up back at home
wondering what happened. The
“College FAQ Book” sheds
light on this erroneous thinking.
Instead of going to college
feeling pressured, readers will
go feeling empowered and
better prepared.”
The “College FAQ Book”
makes a perfect graduation gift
or scholarship prize. Parents
and educators will want to
make sure their students take
one to colleg;e. Teachers can use
it in the classroom to launch a
group discussion, role play,
conduct inock
interviews,
assign test questions, structure
homework projects and plan a
treasure hunt. Clubs and organ
izations can • use it as a fund
raiser.
Search « inside the
“College FAQ Book” at

College FAQ Book: Over
5,000 Not Frequently Asked
Questions About College!
www.amazon.com' where this
purchase qualifies for free
shipping. Or, ask your local
bookstore to order it from
Baker
&
Taylor,
ISBN
0975510304,
trade
paper,
$24.95, 4x6, 494 pages.
Discounts are available on bulk
purchases from the publisher.
Dr. Williams also teaches
the two-day intensive College
Life Skills Course® for educa
tional institutions, noh-profit
community-based and faithbased organizations with precollegiate and youth programs.
Her experiences as al6-yearold college student, a college
administrator for over 20 years,
a consultant to the U.S.
Department of Education and
instructor of first year experi
ence
courses
frame
the
questions for the book and the
course. To download a College
Life Skills Course® brochure
visit: www.hiddencurriculum.com

Jean Oguntade Reigns on
FAMU’s Royal Court 2007-2008
TALLAHASSEE - Last fall platform was “Bridging the
Miss Jean Olamide Oguntade Gap for a More United
made a phenomenal leap and FAMU.”
Committed to that theme,
history as a resident from St.
she
is a strong voice for the
Petersburg. After a successful
Student Bar Association and a
pageant,
campaign
and
law
student ambassador for the
winning two elections, Jean
Oguntade won the coveted university. As a common
Miss Graduate Attendant title practice of the FAMU Royal
Court, she has been presented
on FAMU’s Royal Court 2007at many of this season’s
2008. Jean will reign as the
graduate queen representing all • football game half-time shows
55 graduate programs at culminating at Homecoming
Florida
Agricultural
and and the Orlando Classic. In
addition to her many duties and
Mechanical
University.
Currently, Jean is in her last responsibilities as the Graduate
semester as a third year law Attendant, she will also be par
student at the FAMU College ticipating in this year’s MLK
Drum Major for Justice parade
of Law in Orlando.
This
election made history for it is with the St. Petersburg FAMU
the first time a student ran for Alumni Association.
Aside from the rigorous
this coveted title from the law
demands
of law school, Jean is
school and a first time a queen
involved
in many school,
on the royal court elected from
St. Petersburg. Her campaign church, civic and social activi-

ties in her community. She is a
member of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Ine., Order of Eastern
Star, Daughter of Isis, Moot
Court, Women’s Law Caucus,
Central Florida Association of
Women Lawyers, Black Law
Student Association and the
Greater Orlando Chapter of the
FAMU Alumni Association.
As a longtime native, she
continued a legacy as a second
generation graduate of Gibbs
High School and a third gener
ation FAMU Rattler. Jean is
the daughter of Dr. Barbara
Lindsey Oguntade a college
administrator at FAMU. Both
enjoy traveling the world
together
exploring
many
diverse cultures and countries.
This has been an exciting and
very memorable year for Jean
as she eagerly awaits gradua
tion in this upcoming May.

Mike Patel
Tinzo's News
Hollywood

This man sent 3,644 kids to college
Florida Lottery retailers are vittal to our support of education.
Thanks to them, we’ve sent more than 300,000 high school
students to Florida colleges 'on Bright Futures Scholarships;
contributed more than $18 Billion to education statewide; and
helped build, renovate and maintain 600 public schools.
We couldn’t do it without you, ouir players. When you play, we all win.
Visit tlalottery.com to learn how we’re supporting education in your county

Florida Lottery
© 2008 Florida Lottery
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DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING SPECIAL
OvtUSEUM OF FINE ARTS
—

-S T.

fwimS^imiina—
---------PETERS BUR G,
FLORIDA

At Bayfront Medical Center, we value and respect our healthcare professionals and
realize the exceptional qualities that they must possess in order to achieve excellence
ond satisfaction in their chosen profession. Nationally recognized for excellence,
our dedicated team is so committed to the our promise to respond and respect they have not only earned the right to be called leaders, but heroes.

Each year, more fomilies throughout our community rely on the medical expertise
and technology in times of crisis. If you share our dream and passion of making
our community a better place, we encourage you to apply for one of the following:

CUSTOMER SERVICE / SUPPORT
•
•
«
•

Incinerator Operator
♦ Machine Operator (Laundry)
Patient Financial Representative
• Stationery Engineer
Medical Assistance Representative • Receiving Tech
Environmental Service Aides
•Phlebotomist

•
•
•
•
•
•

Admitting
Labor and Delivery
Emergency
Coronary Care
Progressive Cardiac
intensive Core

REGISTERED NURSES

Clementine Hunter, Nativity (1970-1985) • Gift of Martha and Jim Sweeny

Revelations:
Works by Contemporary Self-Taught African American Artists
Celebrating Martin Luther King Jr. Day
and African American History Month

For more information on how to
become a hero at Bayfront, or visit

• GN Internship Programs: Critical Care, !R, Progressive Cardiac,

us online OT www.bayfront.org,

1 Seasonal RNs Up to $44/hr, (Plus $5000.26-week completion bonus)

or ph: 727-893-6161.

Virtual Job Fair
The 3rd Tuesday of each month
2pm *5pm
www.bayironl.org, chat with our
iwuilen front the temwt ol your home.

MEDIA SPONSOR

In the know. In the Times.

Health System

ta m pa bay.com

255 Beach Drive N.E.

727.896.2667

www.fine-arts.org

• Neuro ICU
♦ Rehab
• CVOR
• Operating Room
• Medical Telemetry
• Some Day Surgery

• Ask about our •
Perinatal & Perioperative

LEADERSHIP

ARN P, Neuro Coordinator
ARNP/PA Trauma Practitioner
• Trauma Program Managef
1 CVOR Nurse Manager

• Chief Dietitian
* Ultrasound Supervisor
* Director of Pharmacy

ALLIED HEALTH
Physical Therapist
Occupational Therapist
Respiratory Therapist
Histotechnologist
Sr System Analysts - Pharmnet
Cytotechnologist

• Medical Technologist
♦ Inpatient Coder
• MRI Technician
• Clinical Pharmacist
• Radiation Therapist

WWW.BAYFRONT.ORG

VOLUNTEERS: Part of the King Day of Service encourages all to participate in volunteerism and community services,
if you would like fo volunteer your talents within our dynamic organization, please visit us online atwww.bayfront.org

freterfpura (Lelebrfates fclfadc tyjsteru fapwjfc
Alt events are free and
zvm
m
st public!
nil hll/t i
All
open
to TM
the
tsi

Wednesday, February 20, 2008
“Between Brothers”: Am I My Brother’s Keeper?
Reshaping the image of the black male.

Wednesday, January 30,2008
City of St. Petersburg
Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial Lecture
Best selling author Omar Tyree: Presents
“Revisiting Dr. King: Is the Dream Attained?”

Davis 130; 5:00pm
This open forum will discuss and examine solutions for reshaping the
image of the black male in America.
Special guest: Davie Gill, Coordinator of
the Male Outreach Center, St Petersburg College.
Refreshments will be served!

Campus Activities Center; 7:00pm
Featuring special guest Rev. Louis Muirphy and the
Mt Zion Progressive Missionary Baptist Church Choir.
The program indudes a book signing land reception.

Sponsored by the Office of Multicultural Affairs

Sponsored by the City of St. Petersburg and
the Office of Multicultural Affairs

Wednesday, February 27,2008
“Between Sisters”:
What does it mean to be a black woman in America?

Thursday, February 7, 2008
“ National Black HIV/AIDS Aw areness Day”
“Prevention is Power” Presented by the
Pinellas County Health Department

Davis 130; 5:00pm
This open forum will explore and navigate the complexities of being
a black woman in America.
Special guest Gypsy C. Gallardo, editor and publisher of
“Power Broker” Magazine.
Refreshments will be served!

Residence Hall One; 6:00pm
Learn how to protect yourself against HIV, AIDS and other
sexually transmitted infections.
Refreshments will be served!

Sponsored by the Office of Multicultural Affairs

Sponsored by the Black Student Association

Monday, March 3, 2008
“Sankofa African-American Traveling Museum”

Tuesday, February 12,2008
“A Tribute to Our Past”
Featuring “Exposure” Musical Re yues
Campus Activities Center; 12 noon
Enjoy “soul” food and experience an exciting journey through history as we
highlight African-American contributions to the Blues, Jazz, Rock & Roll,
Motown and R&B!
Lunch will be served!

Campus Activities Center; 10:00am
Don’t miss this private collection of art, historic artifacts and rare
collectibles that takes audiences on a journey through slavery, the era of
the Cotton King and the uplifting days of Emancipation.

Sponsored by the Office of Multicultural Affairs

Sponsored by the Office of Multicu ltural Affairs

USF

UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTH FLORIDA
ST. PETERSBURG

For more information contact the Office ofMulticultural Affairs 727-873-4845
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DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING SPECIAL
WMNF's SundayTUorning:
A commitment to ccHUBunity
Gospel Gfassic Hour
with.Re^ Irat Irlauser
SujfRiys oom - 8am

Critical Times
with MabiS Ogun
8am - 9cm

ffhe Emdowem^enf Hour
Stpele

ahd Carolyn Liabty
riHfi 9am -1 OaraR

‘

Stetson University
College of Law
celebrates
1 "
the living legacy of
SttlWartin Luther JCiog, Jc«

Sunday Forum
with Otis Anttton'l
& JaclT Steely, *

Warn-noon

L

»is the voice of your community

WMNF

88 5fm

community

rad

io

Clearance Sale ends
February 2, 2008

Locally owned and operated by Richard Berthelot

to #

W ZU

Look For Special
Tags Throughout
the Store!
rX',7

We’re making room for our new Spring lineup!

$$ Millions $$ of Discontinued,
One-of-a-Kind, Floor Samples,Odds & Ends,
Lamps,Wall Art, Trees, Florals & Accessories
MUST GO NOW!!!
I
HOME

. I’ ■

more
Marlin Luther King St. S.

FURNITURE

2200
St Petersburg •

VAilLVJ

Phone: 727 822-3741

Great M
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DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING SPECIAL
THE 50mANNUAL EBONY FASHION FAIR;

HOSTED BY:
Zeta Upsilon Omega Chapter of
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
BENEFIT OF: Local Chaife and Communitv Prefects

Mahaffey Theater
4001 st Street South
St Petersburg, FL

a# ‘ w
»9Tf-wtibi<-p-

Monday, February 4,2008
8;00pm
TICKET PRICES:

-twr MB
«wyi«?aMM «h*$*

‘its*
k>toianfcyA MW
KW-p.VLflfteHF-Efi p,A
PeraiAllWCAMA.— MB
<
BWK.MXHWSHMS
JZA Y’ ,W$ggBH?PgB

In Advance - $30
At Door
StatfeM-121

FOR TICKET INFORMATION
CONTACT:
Christa Bruning
233S122nd Awertae Smah

f
A

727) 776-1084

^?<www,ebenfishtonWr.co.'ntx?XMupW^
hshrd tte sores vkfeoa^shdosa? the show'

EBONY

IashionEur

AmericanAiriines

Board of
County Commissioners
Robert B. Stewart
Calvin D. Harris
Ronnie E. Duncan
Susan Latvala
John Morroni
Karen Williams Seel
Kenneth T. Welch

OFFICE OF
HUMAN RIGHTS

Affirmative Action
Committee
Paul'Alexander
Ken Burke
Deborah Clark
Jim Coats
Calvin D. Harris
Fred E. Marquis
Robert J. Morris, Jr.
Diane Nelson
Paul Rogers
Peggy Rowe
Mary Ellen Sladden
Jim Smith

Martin Luther y
King, Jr. Day
Jan. 21,2008

!

V
WELCH ACCOUNTING
&

TAX SERVICE

b

e
•
w 1

s
s

t

1601 16th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

h

Income Tax Preparation

(727) 894-0511 • (727) 823-7910

e

s

24- Hour Rapid Refund Ayailable
Notary Public

Office of Human Rights, Pinellas County, Florida

Information Available on ReVerse Mortgages

400 South Fort Harrison, 5th floor | Clearwater, Florida 33756
(727) 464-4880 | fax (727) 464-4157 | text phone (727) 464-4062

(Serving the Community at this Location Since 1966)

Leon W. Russell, Director of Human Rights
Antonia Babski
Mark Esparza
Peter Genova
Kristine Kondilis

Alana Lewis-Alexander
Elizabeth Mauck
Shenita Melvin-Dove
Mercedes Pearson

Wendy Rerez
Lisa Postell
Nicolas Rivera-Ruiz
Ronisha Taylor

i/
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DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING SPECIAL
Standing Tall
by Jamie McKenzie
In honor of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Some kings rule their kingdoms

An eye for an eye

sitting down

And a tooth for a tooth

Surrounded by luxury, soft

He stood his ground

cushions and fans

Preaching peace

But this King stood strong
stood proud

And when some spit out hate

stood tall

He stood there smiling
Spreading love

When the driver told Rosa

Until it rolled like the sea

’’Move to the back of the bus!”

across the land

When the waiter told students

Sweeping away Jim Crow

"We don’t serve your kind!”

Breaking down the walls

When the Mayor told voters

Ringing the bell

• "Your vote don’t count!"

Joyfully

And when the sheriff told marchers

For Freedom

"Get off our streets!"
using fire hoses, police dogs and

Until

cattle prods

Standing on the mountain top

to move them along

They shot him

This King stood strong

Coldly

stood proud

Hoping to see him fall

stood tall

Hoping to put him ajvay

Speaking of peace

To bring him low

of love
and children

But this King

hand in hand

even in death

free at last

even today

free at last

stands strong
stands proud

When some yelled for violence

stands tall

For angry revenge

And we remember

MLK CELEBRATION 2008
NAACP, Clearwater/
Upper Pinellas County Branch
and Co-Sponsor
City of Clearwater
Invite You To Attend
24th Annual Dr. Martin Luther King
Leadership Breakfast

Monday, January 21, 2008
7:30 a.m. at North Greerwood Recreation
and Aquatic Complex '
900 N. MLK Jr. Ave., Clearwater
Speaker; Rev. Carlos Senior,
New Hope Baptist Church, St. Petersburg
Donation $4.00 adult / $2.00 under 8
Followed By:
10:00 a.m. March to Coachman Park
11:00 a.m. Rally at Coachman Park
Keynote Speaker: Elder Ayakao Watkins,
Victory Christian Center Church St. Petersburg
On Que Players:
Band, in Concert after Rally Program

Special Attraction for Children
For Additional Information
Bertha Kelley 727-461-1369

© 1982, Jamie McKenzie, all rights reserved. This poem may be printed and shared by schools without special permission and may be sent
electronically from individuals to other individuals. All other forms of duplication, publishing and distribution require explicit permission from the author.

discover

“FOLLOW TIE DREAM’
11 u i oirmB’

Steven Berrells 727-423-0204

excitement in your own backyard. Experience Tampa Bay’s heritage and culture in our art and

history museums. Explore your wild side with the thrills of Busch Gardens. Take a moonlit dinner cruise from
Channelside, then bring in the night with the colorful attractions of Ybor City. From our world-class shopping, and

delectable dining to an array of fun-filled activities, Tampa Bay is the place to find endless

TREASURE.

TAMPA BAY
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NATIONAL NEWS
Obama Says He’s Still
Fired Up And Ready
BY NEDRA PICKLER
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

NASHUA,
N.H.
(AP)
Barack Obama pronounced
himself “still fired up and ready
to go” after a second-place finish
in New Hampshire’s Democratic
primary.
“You know, a few weeks ago
no one imagined that we’d have
accomplished what we did here
tonight in New Hampshire,” he
told supporters. “For most of this
campaign, we were • far behind.
We always knew our climb
would be steep.
“But, in record numbers, you
came out and you spoke up for
change. And with your voices
and your votes you made it clear
that at this moment in this
election there is something
happening in America.”
He congratulated Hillary
Rodham Clinton on a hardfought victory and asked the
crowd to give her a round of
applause.
“All the candidates in* this
race have good ideas and all are
patriots who serve this country
honorably,” Obama said.'
Four years ago, when ballots
were cast in New Hampshire’s
presidential primary, hardly
anyone in the United States
knew the name Barack Obama.
This time, bidding to become the
first black president, he was in
the thick of the fight with the
most
famous
name
in
Democratic politics.
Obama had hoped that a
victory in Iowa would create a
bandwagon that would take him
through the nomination. But
Tuesday night’s results caught
his campaign off guard.
It was hard to tell that from

MLK
continuedfrom front page
People who do not normally
watch politics are suddenly
following Democratic primaries
like a sport as news of inequities
and injustices such as the Jena Six
case, noose intimidations, police
misconduct, brutality, and police
shootings around the nation still
flourish. Simultaneously, key pro
gresses are occurring such as
record numbers of black elected
officials, African Americans
leading Fortune 500 Companies,
Black Caucus members leading
committees of Congress, and
African Americans breaking
historic barriers of all kinds
around the nation.
“Who would have thought
that a black would one day be the
head ofAmerican Express, or that
a black would be the head of
Time-Wamer or Merrill Lynch?”
King HI quizzes. “That is very
positive, just as if Barack Obama
is able to gamer the nomination
and then become president. That
would be phenomenal, but it does
not mean the work is complete.
That’s the main point.”
Others who marched with Dr.
King echoed these sentiments in
interviews with the NNPA News
Service, this week as they
discussed current events in
America that would cause the slain
civil rights leader to applaud and
other issues that he would lament.
“He would be the saddest to
know that we’re at war,” says Dr.
Dorothy
Height,
president
emeritus of the National Council
ofNegro Women and a peer of Dr.
King and the Big Six civil rights
leaders. “In his last speech from

the cheers that went up when he
and his wife, Michelle, walked
into the room to loud chants of
“Obama, Obama.”
They
approached
the
platform holding hands. Both
applauded and waved to the
crowd, then hugged and'kissed
briefly.
“We know the battle ahead
may be long. But always
remember that no matter what
obstacles stand in our way,
nothing can stand in the way of
the power of millions of voices
calling for change,” Obama said,
“I am still fired up and ready
to go,” he said.
Building
on
Iowa’s
momentum, Obama had the feel
of a winner in the days leading
up to New Hampshire’s primary.
People lined up for blocks in
towns across the state to hear
him speak. Those who attended
often talked about the chance to
see history being made.
“I want to tell my grandkids
about how I saw this campaign,”
said 22-year-old Emily Webster,
among those at a rally at
Dartmouth College on Thursday.
The excitement couldn’t
overcome Clinton’s organiza
tion, and she revived talk of
another Clinton presidency with
her victory on Tuesday night.
The New York senator and her
husband worked to keep
Obama’s train from rolling to the
nomination; she got choked up
talking about the choice facing
voters, and former President
Clinton sniffed that his campaign
was a “fairy tale.”
Obama’s life could be
described that way. It was not
without hardships - his father left
the family when he was 2 years

Barack Obama and wife,
Michelle
old to return to his native Kenya,
and Obama struggled as a father
less black child growing up in
Hawaii.
“If you think about it, the
odds of me being here standing
before you as a presidential
candidate are very slim,” Obama
often tells voters. “I was raised
by a single mom and my grand
parents, and we weren’t bom
into money or privilege. What
they gave me was love and an
education and hope.”
He got an Ivy League
education and eventually a
career in politics - but he never
had a serious Republican
.opponent.
Obama stopped by a polling
•site in Manchester on Tuesday,
shaking hands with his support
ers and those holding signs for
other candidates. Three burly
i supporters of John Edwards
were beaming as they shook the
front-runner’s hand and wished
him luck. Obama correctly calculated they were from the
Steelvyorkcrs
union
, that
endorsed Edwards four months
ago.'
:
“See you in the general,”
Obama said, hoping they would
eventually be with him.

Riverside church in New York at ever with losses, taking our land,
the time of the Vietnam War, he taking our houses through these
said, ‘Stop the bombing,’’ Height mortgages foreclosures and the
recalls. “But, I think that he would Sub-prime scam.”
Jackson, who has announced a
be equally sad to see that we have
Jan. 22 march on the Department
so many people in poverty.”
Housing
arid
Urban
The U. S. Census Bureau Of
Development
at
noon,
says
he is
reports that the number of
Americans living in poverty is certain that Dr. King would be
crying out on behalf of the victims.
around 36 million, with African“He would be fighting
Americans remaining nearly
twice the national rate at around therefore to save people’s homes,
to restructure loans and to
25 percent. The Rev. Dr. Willie T.
Barrow, 82, a long-time board repossess homes. I’m sure he
member of the Rainbow/PUSH iwould. And he’d be fighting to not
Coalition and a behind-the-scenes only end the war in Iraq, but to
organizer for King, says she redirect the resources from the
thinks the health care crisis - often war in Iraq to build America’s
a result of poverty - would be cities, bridges collapsing in
Minnesota and levies collapsing
foremost
on
his
mind.
“He would be sad to see that [47 in New Orleans, obviously the
million] people don’t have health infrastructure is crumbling while
care.” At the same time, she said, we keep giving tax cuts to the rich
and getting in deeper in debt with
he would be pleased to see that so
many black youth are actively fchina.”
Jackson said that on the other
involved in civil rights, such as the
Jena Six marches, as well as hand, King would be genuinely
involved in the Democratic pleased with South Carolina,
campaigns for the presidency. “I where the race between Obama
think the Obama campaign is and Clinton will next be spot
lighted.
really showing that,” she says.
“I think he’d be proud of just
Despite the excitement surround
ing the candidacies, economic the real competition. Forty years
ago when he died, we’d just
issues are foremost, says the Rev.
Jesse Jackson Sv, who marched gotten the right to vote for two
alongside King arid is considered years. And now in South Carolina,
that vote could very well
one ofhis lieutenants.
“I preached at Ebenezer today determine the launching pad for
at his church here in Atlanta and I the next president. So, the
spent most of his last birthday empowerment of the masses ofus,
with him at his church. His own just flie real talent would impress
last birthday was spent organizing him.”
Still, his hopes would be that
the Poor People’s campaign and
the
candidates
would
do
preparing
the
march
to
Washington to engage in national something for the poor, says
civil disobedience,” says Jackson Height: “His last effort on earth
was to march on Washington to
in a Sunday evening interview.
force the government to respond
“Forty years later, we’ve seen the
most wholesale shift of resources to poor people.”

14-Year-Old Honor Student
Records Tribute To
Dr. Martin Luther King
New Y o r k , NY
(BlackNews.com)
Olivia
Harris, a l4-year-old New York
City lOth grader has recorded a
unique and powerful rendition of
“A Warrior Has Fallen,” a poetic
tribute to the Rev. Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. written by her
father, Herbert Harris, author of
The Twelve Universal Laws of
Success.
The recording features the
poem interwoven with music and
excerpts from Dr. King’s speech
in Memphis.
Olivia recorded this poem in
Wilmington, N.C., a town with
special significance in Dr. Martin
Luther King’s story. His next
speaking
engagement
was
scheduled to be in Wilmington
before his untimely death.
Olivia was excited to record
“A Warrior Has Fallen” because
she feels that it is important for
young people to remember Dr.
King’s legacy and understand his
impact on the world.
Her rendition of this poem

revives the art of dramatic recita
tion that was prevalent in
American schools ofthe past. She
hopes to have “A Warrior Has
Fallen” heard by young people on
radio and television stations
throughout the country.
In addition to dramatic
reading, Olivia is also an author.
She has written a book of poetry
entitled “To Whom it May
Concern.”
Olivia’s recording of “A
Warrior Has Fallen” is one of the
top
MP3
downloads
on
amazon.com. It will also be
available on itunes and is being
distributed to radio stations across
the nation. It will soon be
available through her website:
www.olrviaspeaks.com
Special versions of the
recording are being provided to
top radio and TV shows,
including Oprah, Montel, Tyra,
Ellen, The View, and Tom Joyner,
Steve Harvey, and Doug Banks
Morning Shows.
For more information and to

A WXRiyOR HAS FALLEN
A Trifeme «9 Or. Martin LJWfcerKJnfe Jr.

Olivia Harris (insert) and
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
obtain a promotional copy of “A
Warrior Has Fallen,” contact John
Hughes at (910) 262-2680 or by
email to lifeskill@earthlink.net.
Mr. Harris’ poem, “A Warrior
Has Fallen,” may be reprinted
during the month of January 2008
with author’s credits at no cost
with the following phrase at the
end:. “Available as an MP3
download on Amazon. © 2007:
Life Skill Institute, Inc., P.O. Box
302, Wilmington, NG 28402;
(800)
570-4009;
E-Mail:
hfeskill@earthlink.nef’

Strategic Solutions Group Inc.
Salutes The Late Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. Legacy
DANTE DIXON
CEO AND FOUNDER OF SSG

N e w Y o r k , NY
(BlackNews.com) - Strategic
Solutions Group Inc. in honor of
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
legacy and its continued commitrpent to empower the small
business community will host a
dynamic new series on Jan. 29.
This exceptional series will
equip business owners, entrepre
neurs, and executives with
practical ways to distinguish
themselves from file competition
and be recognized as the “best”
in the marketplace. On this par
ticular evening, we will explore
Dr. King’s vision of entrepre
neurship and, its relevance to
today’s business community.

Dante G. Dixon, chief
executive officer of Strategic
Solutions Group, along with dis
tinguished community leaders,
business experts, and entrepre
neurs will discuss several topics
aimed at providing participants
with the information they require
to move their business opera
tions to the next level. Dante G.
Dixon, CEO and founder of SSG
is a dynamic professional who
has worked with companies,
groups of executives, entrepre
neurs, industry leaders, and
students throughout the United
States and abroad. Dante G.
Dixon is also an ordained
minister and founder of Dante G.
Dixon Ministries.
Dixon was recently recog
nized as a 2007 Trailblazer

Award recipient by the Lancaster
Chapter of the NAACP. He is
also a member of Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity Inc. and
recently had file honors of pre
senting a “SUCCESS 101”
series at its lOlst Anniversary
Convention in Orlando.
The
Management
Leadership Series will take place
on Jan. 29, at the Snapple
Theater, located at
1627
Broadway at 50th Street, from
6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. A portion
of all proceeds will be donated to
benefit the Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. National Memorial.
Additional information can be
obtained by contacting SSG at
(866) 782-6860 or online at
www.ssgnyc.com.

Vivian and Belafonte Recall
Civil Rights Contributions
BY HOLLY CLAY
SPECIAL TO THE NNPA FROM
THE ATLANTA DAILY WORLD

ATLANTA, GA (NNPA)
Civil rights activist, the Rev.
C.T. Vivian and actor/ humani
tarian
Harry
‘Belafonte
discussed their contributions
to the Civil Rights Movement
as well as political and global
concerns during a recent
candid conversation sponsored
by the C.T. Vivian Institute.
“We knew that racism was
the most inhumane factor of
this society,” said Vivian,
when speaking about the
beginnings of the Civil Rights
Movement. “We were always
thinking of a way to end it.”
Moderated by the Atlanta
Chair of the National Hip-Hop
Political Convention Steven F.
Waddy, the conversation was
held at the Atlanta Life
Financial Building last month,
and was recorded for Podcast.
Vivian, a close friend and lieu
tenant of Dr. Martin Luther

King Jr., was appointed by
King to the executive staff of
the
Southern
Christian
Leadership Conference in
1963. Likewise, Belafonte was
a confidant of King, who
financially assisted his family
as well as being a chief
financier of the civil rights
movement. He bailed King out
of the Birmingham Jail in
1963.
Vivian, 83, has recently
been a leading activist on
behalf of Hurricane Katrina
victims, and Belafonte, 80, has
been an avid critic of the Bush
administration.
Vivian and Belafonte also
gave their opinions on the gov
ernment,
particularly
the
current Bush administration.
“We have come closest to
Fascism in America than we
have ever before,” said Vivian.
A large portion of the conver
sation
was
focused
on
Belafonte, who spoke candidly
about growing up in Jamaica
and his life; as well the lives of

other
black
men,
after
returning to the United States
and serving in the military
during World War II. He also
discussed the importance of
art, which he described as “...a
tool for liberation and inspira
tion,” as well as the impor
tance of better understanding
culture.
“I have always seen
culture as the strongest
weapon in the human arsenal,”
said Belafonte, who was
appointed under President
John F. Kennedy as the
cultural advisor for the Peace
Corps.
After
the
discussion,
patrons were encouraged to
ask questions and were given
the opportunity to meet both
Belafonte
and
Vivian.
Said Waddy, “Because of their
relationships to the human
rights struggle and the passing
of the civil rights generation, it
is important that we hear from
them.”
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obituaries
“It’s all taken care of’
These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for - it was
at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of
mind.
So that your funeral is fully funded and won’t be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
how you can guarantee the future price at today’s cost.

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727) 895-6005

FUNERAL HOME &
CREMATION SERVICE

Alma Brown Frazier

Antonio Sabelle
Sherman Sr.

Jerry Nathaniel
Williams Sr.

Robert Davis

Alma Brown Frazier was
bom to Ollie Brown and Jennie
Hester Hogans Brown on March
15, 1935 in Coolidge, GA. She
departed this life on January 2,
2008.
She leaves to cherish her
memories:
one
daughter,
Kimberly E. Frazier-Leggett of
St. Petersburg; one son Garland E.
Frazier (Antoinette) of Austell
GA; two sisters, Jenett Brown of
Bronx, NY and Mary Brown of
St. Petersburg; five brothers. Ollie
Brown Jr. of Fayetteville, NC,
Ernest Brown of Rochester, NY,
Harvey Brown of St. Petersburg,
Harry Brown of Pensacola, FL
and Clyde Brown of Los Angeles,
CA; one grandson, Shayne
Broxsie of Monticello, GA; and a
host of nieces, nephews and other
relatives.

Antonio Sabelle Sherman Sr.
was bom to Angela and Lawrence
Sherman on January 22, 1973 in
St. Petersburg. He departed this
life on January 1,2008.
He leaves to cherish his
memories: his son, Antonio, Jr.;
three
daughters,
Shakeara,
Shakiah
and
Laquondra;
grandson,
Jamari
Rembert;
parents, Angela and Lawrence
Sherman; sister, Jennifer Nicole;
paternal grandparents, Ruby and
Monroe
Sherman;
maternal
grandmother, Betty Jean Hawkins
(James); maternal grandfather,
Joseph Elias, Sr. (Deloris); and a
host of aunts, uncles, other family
members and friends.

Jerry Nathaniel Williams Sr.
was bom to the late Brenda Boyd
on January 3, 1968 in St.
Petersburg. He departed this life
on December 31, 2007.
He leaves to cherish his
memories: his children, Jerry
Nathaniel Jr., Alan Michael
Williams, both of Atlanta, GA,
Jessica
Williams,
Drayson
Gadson and Alexis Baylor, all of
St.
Petersburg;
brothers,
Emmanuel Williams Sr. (Julia),
John Boyd and Gregory Boyd
(Lisa), all of St. Petersburg and
Lorenzo Huntley (Julia) of
Atlanta, GA; sisters, Pamela
Huntley (Chris) and Loretta Boyd
of St. Petersburg; grandmother,
Essie Williams of St. Petersburg;
grandchildren, Jayda Williams of
Atlanta, GA and Mariah Williams
of St. Petersburg; and a host of
nieces, nephews, cousins and
loving friends.

Robert Davis was bom to the
late Cora Brown Davis and Tom
Davis on August 1, 1925 in
Forsyth, GA. He departed this life
on January 3, 2008.
He leaves to cherish his
memories: his wife, Viola Davis
of St. Petersburg; one daughter,
Vianne Davis of St. Petersburg;
one son, Benjamin F. Davis of St.
Petersburg; one sister, Cora Mae
Davis of Winter Haven, FL; three
grandchildren, seven great-grand
children, two sisters-in-law, two
brothers-in-law, and a host of
other loving relatives and friends.

SMITH FUNERAL HOME

SMITH FUNERAL HOME

SMITH FUNERAL HOME

SMITH FUNERAL HOME

Our Professional Caring Staff...
Affordable Services with Dignity...
Anchored In Integrity...
has established us, as a leader In the funeral Industry.
Consider us first tor all of your funeral Arrangements.
Standard and Premier Funeral Packages
personalized fo your family needs.
“Upholding a tradition ofservice from ourfamily to yours”

Helping families to honor their loved ones in a truly personal way

727-894-2266 / Fax 821-8728
1534 18th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33705
www.smithfhinc.coin
Association of
nw. TSsSH
Independent
Fmerai Directors
ofFlorida

X CALVARY
T CATHOLIC
I CEMETERY
Burial Spaces

New Edition
To
Obituary Section

$990

M

Creal Funeral
Home
1940 7th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
(727) 896-2602
Sewiuy €&& auHttutMtiry

.Place Your

Pre-need

Funeral

Interest-free
financing
available

Announcement

7 ^50

State Approved Pre-Funeral
Arrangement Plan
Burial Service • Funeral Service
Cremation Service • Shipping Service

11801-U.S. 19 N.
Clearwater, FL

* In Memorium

727-572-4355

Robert Creal, Sr., LFD

* Thank'You

,

Complete Funeral
& Burial Included
$6995.00

Dwayne E. Matt, L.F.D
and Immaculate and
family

In
The Weekly
Challenger

Call Today For

Includes: Removal, Embalming, Family Car, Hearse, Casket, Vault,
Chapel Facilities, Burial Space with Opening & Closing,
Casket Spray, Professional Staff and On-Line Guest Book

Special Rates

“Service Is the Soul’s Highest Calling”
Call: Dwayne E. Matt, L.F.D.
(727) 328-0466

727-896-2922

Annie Mae Jolly

Edward Frank Bush

Annie Mae Jolly, 79 of St.
Petersburg passed away on
Monday, December 24, 2007 at
St. Anthony’s Hospital. She was
bom in Plant City, FL. and she
attended public schools in
Bealsville.
She moved to St. Petersburg
in 1946, where she joined Mt.
Zion Progressive Missionary
Baptist Church and faithfully
served on the usher board. She
later joined St. John Missionary
Baptist Church in 1982. She
worked as a cook in several
nursing homes in the city for 27
years, and retired as a solderer for
Hytennas, Inc.
Survivors
include
her
daughter, Lois Mae BakerWright of St. Petersburg; two
grandsons, Theodore Baker Jr.,
and Lewis Ballenger (Elaine) of
St. Petersburg; her granddaugh
ter, Charelle Baker of St.
Petersburg; four great-grandchil
dren; her sister, Edna Louise Matt
(Prince) of St. Petersburg; Three
brothers,
Columbus
Wright
(Birdie Mae), Willie E. Wright
(Freddie Mae) and Rogers Wright
all of Plant City, FL; Visitation
Friday, Dec. 28, 2007 from 4-8
p.m. at the mortuary where a
wake service will begin at 7 p.m.
Service Saturday, Dec. 29, 2007
11:00 a.m. at St. John Missionary
Baptist Church.

Edward Frank Bush, 60 of St.
Petersburg passed away on
December 20, 2007 at Bayfront
Medical Center. He was a native
of St. Petersburg and a 1966
graduate of Gibbs High School.
He worked many years as a
Certified
Nursing
Assistant
giving care to the elderly. He
received many special recogni
tion awards as a “Special Care
Provider.”
Survivors include his mother,
Gertrude McRae Bush of St.
Petersburg; three sons, Juan D.
Bush of Decatur, GA, LCDR Eric
V. Bush, USN (Yolanda) of
Pensacola, FL, and Dwight Bush
of St. Petersburg, FL; three
sisters, Berta Mae Monroe of
Thomasville, GA, Princetta Bush
Jeffery (Gene) of ,St. Petersburg,
and Mildred Bush Redenburg
(Danny) of St. Petersburg; two
brothers, Andrew Levy Bush of
St. Petersburg and Milton Lee
Bush (Betty) of Los Angeles, CA;
two
granddaughters,
Erin
Victoria and Andria Maree Bush,
Mother of Juan & Eric, Jerlene
Gray of Atlanta, GA; and a host
of nieces, cousins, friends and co
workers.

Prince and Edna Matt
ZION HILL MORTUARY

ZION HILL MORTUARY
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IN REMEMBRANCE
LOLA M. SPEIGHTS
March 18,1923 - January 15,1996
Deep in our hearts there is a picture more precious than gold or silVer,
Whose memory Will neVer groW old.
Her memory is a beautiful keepsake With Which We Will neVer eVer part.
God has her in His keeping and We haVe her in our hearts.
The Speights/ McIntyre Family

8 ■ m■ m

r—

955 20th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal Church

(727)894-4311
Email: itizpmbc@gte.net
Website: wWw.mzprogressive.org

ion

912 3rd Avenue North- St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 822-2089

ary
Baptist Church

Bethel1894@KNOLogy.net
Worship Services.............................7:45 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.

BREAKFAST MINISTRY.................SUNDAY8:00 AAl.

Sunday School........ ......................................9:00 a.m.

Church School .......................................9:00 ajm.
Morning Worship................................10:30 ajm.
Bible StudY............. ................ TuesdaY 7:00 PAi.

Prayer Service (Wed).............................................6:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Wed)

........ ................................6:30 p.m.

Youth Church ............... Mon & Wed 5:30 p.m,

Mission Statement:
Impact the world by equipping believers
Rev. Louis M: Murphy Sr.
Senior Pastor-

“There’s A Place For YOU in the AME Church”
-■

to reach the lost with the gospel ofJesus Christ.

ST. JOHN MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

WALKIH6

»« TMB,.PRbM(S66 VISION

(727) 327-1373
; Wo r s h i p G e n f e r

Early Morning Worship.................................................................7:30a.ni.

Morning Worship........................................................................... 11:00a.m.

Log on:

(727) 686-9356

Wednesday Bible Study & Prayer Meeting............................ 7:00p.m.

Rev. Norris L.
Martin Sr. - Pastor

Wednesday
Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

4682 40th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33714

9:30 a.m.

Friday Prayer Meeting...................................

Sunday
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.

3200 Fifth Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Sunday School...................

Reverend David L.
AfT Dorothy
Connelly

Pastor Maceo and
Tqmika McGriff

www.travelwiththechurch.dom

www.abundant-harvest.org

(to book your travel engagements)

11:00a.m.

“WaCking

“Raising A Standard For God’s People In God’s Church”

.Sal'wl

CrKe

(Promised Vision"

frtniHiw Baptist Cijurefc

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr„ Senior Pastor
Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater. FL 33755
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755
Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-0431

Looking for a place to gain deeper understanding
of your spiritual nature? A place where
your religious background doesn't matter?
A non-denominational church that believes
God should be user-friendly?

Email: sjpbc@tampabay.rr.com
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Radio internet: tantalk 134O.com

fCew HCt. Olivo 'Primitive Baptist tPhurch
Peculiar People PereuaJeJ to Perform "Gio Purpose”
3001 18th Avenue South * Saint Petersburg, Florida 33712
Phone: (727) 327-9904 • Fax: (727) 322-0409
Church School - 9:30 AM • Morning Worship - 11:00 AM
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting & BibleStudy - 7:00PM

Scheduled Services:
Early Morning.;...............................................8:00 a.m.
Church School......... ........................................ 9:45 a.m.
Mid-Morning.....................
.11:00 a.m.

■-

Elder Benjamin
Adams, Jr.,
Senior Pastor

Mid-week Family Night Bible Study...........7:00 p.m.
Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”

Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts 1:4-8)

Victory Christian Center Church
3012 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33712
(727) 321-0911
www.victorychristiancenterchurch.coni

YOUR CHURCH

.

''-(ft!

can advertise here

WORSHIP 11:00 a.m,

Schedule of Services
Sunday Worship*

1

10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.
Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.

Claude S. Williams, Pastor

Temple of Truth Church

(except Wednesdays)

511 :■ Prescott Street South. St Peteisburg. 1L 337\2

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church. For more information about the.
other services and ministries at Victory Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911

■.Minister

*Nursery and Youth Services Available

First Baptist Institutional
Church
3144 Third Avenue South

WTC7-898-2457 Fax:
unHytempIeoffr«tft@ms

Dominion Worship Center Ministries
“Learn To Take DOMINION Over Your Life”

4016 - 12th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
727-3^-8574

St. Petersburg, FL
Party Sunday Service..............................8:00am

Phone: 323-7518

Sunday School Enrichment..............9:10 am

Sunday School

Sunday Service...... ...................................10:00am

9:30 a.m.

'Monday-Corporate 'Prayer...... 6:00 Si 7:30

Morning Worship

11:00 a.m.

Wednesday-Corporate Prayer............6:00am
Wednesday Pihle Study
and Family P1raining Hr............... 7:30pm

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

Rev. Wayne G.
Thompson, Pastor

Bishop Albert E. Weaver

Sunday- Corporate Prayer.................6:00 am

& Lady Tonya Weaver

YOUR CHURCH AD
COULD BE HERE
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711

1301 - 37th Street South, St Petersburg, FL
(727) 321-6631 • www.stmarkch.org

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com

Schedule of Services

Sunday Worship Service...... ..10:00 a.m.

Church School .................................................. 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ..........................
10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ................ 5:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday 9:30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

Sunday School.......................... ....9:00 a.m.
Teen Summit (Wednesday).. ....7:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Wednesday)..... ....7:00 p.m.

God’s House In The City”

Greater Mt. Zion African Methodist
Episcopal Church

10th Street Church Of God

Friendship

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Missionary Baptist Church

email: mchurchl@tampabay.rr.com

3300 31st Street South

Website: www.greatermtzioname.org

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Early Morning Worship............................................ .....7:30a.m.
Sunday School................................................................ .9:30a.m.
Morning Worship............................................... ..11:00 a.m.
Monday - Bible Study....................................................6:00pan.
Wednesday Vintage Bible Study.....11:00 a.m. - i2 noon
Prayer Service...............,.......................:................ 6:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Service....................... ........................7:00 pan.
All Male Bible Study, Thursday......... ..... ........ .6:30 p.m.

Rev. Clarence Williams,
Pastor
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday • 8:30 a.m.)Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
, "The church with a heart in,the heart of the city"

Rev. Brian K. Brown

Rev. Rickey L. Houston
Pastor

207 - 10th Street North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

(727) 898-9407

(727) 906-8300

Sunday School................................. .....9:30 a.m.

www.fmbctheship.org

Morning Worship.............................. 11:00 a.m.

Dr. John A. Evans,
Pastor

Wednesday Evening Prayer ........6:30 pan.

Sunday ..............7:45 A.M. and 11 A.M. Worship
"Serving and Saving
Sunday School,........ ........................................ 9:30 A.M.
Wednesday..................... Noonday Bible Study and

The church where
what God’s word teaches
is practiced!

"Inspiring and
Instructing"

Bread of Life; 7 P.M. Prayer and Bible Study
Thursday.............. ............ 7 P.M. Youth Enrichment

Macedonia Freewill
Baptist Church

Wednesday Night Bible Study.....7:30 pan.

"Helping and
Healing"

"Praying and
Praising"

Rev. Ronald L. Bell
Pastor

FfiOYCB

20th Street

Twcf Church

or

God

IH CHRI5T

Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor

Church Of Christ

Elder Carson Skinner, Assistant Pastor

820 20th Street South

Saint Petersburg, FL 33711

1137 37th Street South

900 - 16th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
Office (727) 895-4900 • Fax (727) 895-4990

M
F

(727) 321-0670

St. Petersburg, FL

Bishop Raymond T. Baker, Pastor

SERVICES

Home: 896-8006
Bro. Robert Smith

W
B
C

Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m.

Sunday

Sunday School -10:30 aan.
A. M. Service -11:30 aan.
YPWW (lst & 3rd Sunday) - 5:30 pan.
PJVI. Service (1st & 3rd Sunday) - 6:30 pjn.
P. M. Service (2nd & 4th Sunday) - 5:30 pan.

Tuesday

Morning Prayer - 9:30 to 10:30 aan.

Wednesday

Prayer Service - 7:30 pan.

Thursday

Bible Study (for all ages) - 7:30 pan.

Sunday Morning Bible Class...........................................9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship........................................ ..10:30 a.m.

Sunday Mid-Morning 11:00 a.m.

Ladies Bible Class Monday........................................ 7:00 p.m.

Wednesday Prayer Meeting, Bible Study 7:00 p.m.

Sunday Evening Worship................. ................................. 5:00 p.m.

Communion is observed every first Sunday

Monday Evening Bible Class................................. ........ 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class.........................................7:00 p.m.

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

The Rock of Jesus Missionary Baptist Church

Queen Street

;Church School:................................................ 9:15 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

Church Of God In Christ

Praise and Worship:........................... .

10:20 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.

Morning Worship Service:...................................................... 10:30 a.m.

1732 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Bible Study each Tuesday: ...................................................... 6:30 p.m.

Van service is available by calling:
(727) 327-0015

(727) 896-4356

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor
8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

YPWW First and Third Sunday of each month after Morning Service
^tlahelplfta Cummunitg (Cljurcij
The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733

THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 — 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida
Telephone: 727-327-0015 - Fax: 727-327-0021
Office Hours: Monday thru Thursday
9:00 a.m. — 5:00 p.m.

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 896-5228
www.spreadinghopeonline.org

Wisdom School 9:50 A.M.

Sunday Services:

Morning Worship 10:30 A.M.

Church School. ............................9:00 a.m.

Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 P.M. (Wed.)

Praise & Worship Service ... 10:30 a.m.
The Reverend Aaron V. Gaskin....................................................Associate Pastor
The Reverend Dr. Vikki T. Gaskin-Butler................. ............... Associate Pastor
Finance Ministry ............................. ................................................. James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry........................................ ......................Joyce Robinson

Wednesday Services:
Rev. Carlos Senior,
Pastor

Midweek P.U.S.H.
(Prayer Meeting/Bible Study).. 7:00 p.m.

Clerk Ministry................... ......... .....................................................Wyvonnia McGee

“A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

‘One Body, One Spirit, One Hope'

The Old Landmark Cathedral
CHURCH

Of God In Christ

Superintendent Mitchell L. Bryant, Pastor
4201 - 6th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727/898-8616 • Fax: 727/502-9843
“Grace and Peace Be Unto You from the Old
Landmark Church Family”
Schedule of Services
Sunday School

9:30 a.m.

Sunday Morning Worship - 11 a.m.
Supt. Mitchell L. Bryant
and Lady Danita B. Bryant

Wednesday Night Bible Study - 7:30 p.m
Noon Day Prayer - Daily at 12 noon

“A Church of Ordinary'People Serving an Extraordinary God!”

Emmanuel Christian Fellowship
3501 37th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327-5144
Sunday School............................... 9:30 A.M.
Worship Services...... 11:00 A.M. & 6:00 P.M.
Wednesday....................... 6:30 P.M. (Prayer).
7:00 P.M. (Bible Study)
Friday...........................6:30 P.M. Youth Night

j.
Bishop
Franklin Evans Sr.
Pastor

"We Walk By Faith and Not By Sight"

Sunday_________________
Corporate Prayer 10:30 am
Worship Service 11:00 am
Thursday AYT'A*:
Corporate Prayer 6:30 pm
BibleStudy
7:00 pm
Saturday
Corporate Prayer 9:00 am
Children's Church Available

Pastor & Founder of Revealing Truth Ministries

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

PLACE YOUR
CHURCH AD
HERE
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CHURCH NEWS
St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church
The St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church under the lead
ership of its dynamic, spirited man of God, the Reverend
Brian Kenneth Brown, its official staff of deacons and
trustees, and the entire congregation of St. Mark, extend to
the community at large its wishes that there would be an
overflowing of God’s blessings upon their lives. St. Mark is
grounded in a Christ-centered doctrine that has as its central
theme a belief that we are a haven of hope, help, and healing
for a world hungering for and thirsting after the enlightened
Word of God. At St. Mark, we are Christians willing to work
and partner in unity, praising God for His awesome gift, His

• Sunday School Teachers’ Meeting is held every
Tuesday at 7:00 p.m.
‘ Senior Hour of Power Bible Study is held every
Thursday at 9:30 a.m.
• Prayer Meeting and Bible Study every Thursday
evening at 7:00.
• St. Mark After School Tutoring Ministry: Neighbors
Involved in Kids Education (N.I.K.E.). Open to all
school age children every Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday from 4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
• Destination Graduation Phase II is now in progress and

son Jesus Christ.

offers certified teachers, counselors and FCAT specialists each

Calendar for the month of January 2008

Tuesday and Wednesday evening from 6:30-7:30 p.m.

• Jan. 21 Martin Luther King Jr. Holiday

Tuesday are for high school seniors only needing assistance

• Jan. 24 Church outing to True Light M.B.C.

with applying for colleges, financial aid and scholarships, and
St Mark Offers...
• Sunday School is held for both children and adults of all
ages. Sunday School starts each Sunday morning at 9:30

writing essays for college admissions and scholarships. Wed.
nights are for ages four years to 18 years. Certified teachers are
available to assist with reading comprehension and applica

a.m. All are invited to come out and join us.
• Baptist Training Union is each Sunday at 5:00 p.m.
Members and the general public are invited to come out
and study the Bible with us and learn “What Baptists

tion; reading readiness for children four to six years; Literary
analysis/reading comprehension for Middle and High School
as well as FCAT, ACT and SAT preparation for those who still
need to pass or make a good score on these tests.

Believe.”
• Children and Youth Ministry Meetings are held every
Monday at 6:00 p.m. Children in the community are

• St. Mark Technology Lab: The St. Mark Computer Lab
will be open and available for use on Tuesday and
Wednesday evenings from 5:30 to 7:30.

welcomed to join us.

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
Pastor Carlos L. Senior and the New Hope
Church Family invite you to worship with us
whenever our doors are opened. We believe
firmly that when praises go up, blessings come
down! Won’t you join us in giving God thanks
for the wonderful things He has done. Sunday
morning begins at 7:45 with Early Morning
Service. Sunday School begins at 9: 15. There
are classes available for all ages. Bring the entire
family!
Worship continues at 10:30 with the Levites
of Hope leading the congregation in praise. The
Music team consists of Michael McKenny,
Vemard McKenny, Marcus Childs, and Corey
Givens. The Bread of Life will be served by our
Esteemed Pastor, Reverend Carlos L. Senior.
Pastor Senior will be the keynote speaker for
the Martin Luther King Jr. Breakfast sponsored
by the Clearwater Branch of the NAACP on
Monday morning, Jan. 21 at 7:30. This event
will be held at North Greenwood Aquatic Center.
For further information, please contact the
church office.

MIDWEEK P.U.S.H.
(Prayer, Understanding & Spiritual Healing)
Bible Study (Adult and Youth) and Prayer is
held on Wednesday evenings. The schedule for
2008: Prayer - 6:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. Classes 7:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. Won’t you join us?
Prayer Band is held on Thursday mornings
at 11:00. “Effectual, fervent prayers of the
righteous availeth much.” Come let’s praise God
together.
Calendar of Events
January 2008
(For information concerning any events,
please call 727-896-5228.)
Jan. 18-19: Youth Jumpoff
Jan. 20: Church Engagement: Mt. Zion
Primitive Baptist Church
Jan. 26: Women of Hope Ministry Meeting
Topic: “Eating the Right Foods”
Jan. 27: New Hope Nursery Baby Shower

“Nothing is more attractive than
being like Jesus.”

Life Changing Ministries
of The World
900 Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33701
727-278-6868 • lcmow04@yahoo.com
On behalf of Apostle Michael and EVelyn Long,
we would like to invite you to fellowship with us.

Schedule of Services
Sunday
Christian Education. ....................... 10:30 a.m.
Worship Service.............................. .11:30 a.m.
Young People’s Union.................................. 6:00p.m.
EVening Service................................... 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday
Bible Study ............... .............. ......

7:30 p.m.

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
900 16th Avenue South

Mt. Zion A.M.E.
“Bless the Lord, O my soul; and all that is within me, Bless his holy name.” Psalm 103:1
Mt. Zion A.M.E. church located at 919
20th Street South, St. Petersburg, under the
leadership of Rev. Clarence Williams, it
official staff and the entire church family
extend to the community at large an invita
tion to join us in Worship this Sunday and to
all Church related activities and events
during the week. Our doors are always open
and we would love to have you join us.
Services begin at 7:30 a.m., there we
let go and let God be God. The Richardson
Special Chorus will render song service
throughout the day. Church School will
commence at 9:30 a.m.; we invite family’s
to come study the Word of God as we seek to
grow spiritually together. Our contempo
rary worship service is at 11:00 a.m. The
spirit is always high. Pastor Williams will
deliver two power packed messages. Come
be blessed!

WEEKLY MINISTRIES:
In need of a mid-week lift? Then stop by
Zion for a day of ministry. Wednesday - Vintage
Bible Study, 11:00 a.m., Bible Study,,6:00 p.m.,
Hour of Power, 7:00 p.m.
UPCOMING EVENTS:
Feb. 2 - Super Bowl Tea, 4:00 p.m.
Feb. 10 - Pre-Valentine Tea, Lay Organization
Feb. 11 - 14 - St. Petersburg District
Conference
Mount Zion is on the move; get on board
as we Mount up at Mount Zion! Your presence
and participation is appreciated.

Thought for the week: “God speaks to us
through His Word, take time to listen.”
Be blessed and have a Jesus filled week.

Bethel A.M.E. Church
Historic
Bethel
African
Methodist
Episcopal Church, located at 912 3rd Ave. N.,
downtown St. Petersburg, FL, would like to
introduce the Rev. David L. and Mrs. Dorothy
Connelly to our local church community. The
Rev. Connelly became the Senior Pastor of
Bethel in December 2007. It is a new day at
Bethel. We share in a new vision, which is to
“develop a prophetie ministry in an age of mega
change with greater creativity, depth and
relevance.”
The pastor, officers and members of Bethel,
extend to the local commuting and surrounding
areas an invitation to become a member of this
great church. Our motto: “The vibrant church
for congregatiohal transition and transforma
tion” is demonstrated through various ministries
as listed below:
• Church School Sunday morning 9:00
• Morning worship service-Sunday morning
11:00
• Youth Church Mon & Wed evenings
5:30 - 7:00

• Adult Bible Study Tuesday evenings 7:00
• Music ministry Wednesday evenings 7:00
• Women’s Missionary Society
• Young People’s Division
• Lay Organization
We share a church mission which is “To
reflect the very heart and soul of each member at
Bethel in all engaging manifestation in the
worship of God.” The Christian life is not
merely knowing, hearing, and talking about
what should be done, but doing the will of
Christ. The only way to realize that we are
God’s children is to let Him lead us to our Father
in everything we do.
Information on these and other church min
istries can be obtained by contacting the Church
Office, M-F, l0:00A-4:00P at (727) 822-2089 or
emailing us atBcthell 894@knology.net
“I will bless the Lord at all times, His praise
shall continually be in my mouth.”

Friendship Missionary Baptist Church
“Giving thanks always for all things to God the Father in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ.” Ephesians 5:20

Let us praise and thank God that he knows
everything, even the answer to. all our “whys”.
Thank him for his wisdom in sometimes revealing,
sometimes concealing the answers to our questions.
Pray that you will accept circumstances even when
you don’t understand and continue to praise him in
the process.
Dr. John A. Evans, Sr. God’s anointed shepherd
of Friendship Missionary Baptist Church, the
official staff and the entire Friendship Family located
at 3300 31st. Street South graciously extend to all a
cordial welcome to join us for worship. Our doors
are always open to our guest.
The vision at Friendship been given to Pastor
Evans by God. Join us as we venture into a new year
and a unique worship experience in God’s holy
place. This worship experience leads to the victory in
Christ Jesus.
The entire Friendship Church Family would be
delighted if you would accept our invitation to
worship with us during our early morning worship
service which-commences at 7:45 a.m., church
school at 9:30 am followed by 10:45 a.m midmorning worship. The Deacons will serve during the
devotional period, the Adult Choir will provide
songs of praise to God and Pastor Evans will impart
God’s word to his people.

Our theme: “One Lord, One Faith , One
Baptism, One Chinch “
Please join us each Wednesday at 12:00 pm for
noonday Bible Study and each Wednesday night at
7:00 pm for prayer service and mid-week bible study.
The Adult Choir of Friendship presents The
2008 Annual Music Workshop commencing
January 25-27 Theme: “WhereThcre.is-Unity
There Is Strength.
Featured guest Workshop Facilitator/Music
Director Dr. Emory Andrews, of Washington, D.C.
(recording artist, composer, Minister of Music and
God’s servant of the proclaimed word).
Workshop Schedule of Events
Friday, January 25,2008 6-900 pm Registration
and opening concert
Saturday, January 26, 2008, 6:00 am - 4:00 pm
Continental Breakfast. Registration and workshop
Sunday, January 27, 2008 4:00 pm Concert
Please call Friendship Missionary Baptist
fchurch at 727-906-8300 for more information.
Please visit our website @www.fmbctheship.org
for other church activities.

good NEWS!

St. Petersburg, FL

Your Church News

Family and Friends Day

Can Be Placed Here!

You are invited to fellowship with
Macedonia
Freewill Baptist Church
on Sunday, Jan. 20, 2008,11:00 a.m.
during Family and Friends Day

(

Contact The Weekly Challenger to learn
how your church’s special events and weekly
schedules can be placed in this space.

Don’t miss this opportunity!!
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BLACK HISTORY
“Celebrating Our History Is An Everyday Thing”
Whitney Moore
Young Jr.
Whitney Moore Young Jr.
was an American civil rights
leader spending most of his
career working to end employ
ment discrimination in the
United States and turning the
National Urban League from a
relatively passive civil rights
organization into one that
aggressively
fought
for
equitable access to socioeco
nomic opportunity for the his
torically disenfranchised.
Young was bom in Lincoln
Ridge, KY, on July 31, 1921.
His father was the president of
the Lincoln Institute, which was
where he was raised and
educated. His mother, Laura
Young, was the first African
American
postmaster
in
Kentucky and the second in the
United States. After graduating
from the Institute as valedictori
an, Young received a bachelor
of science
degree
from
Kentucky State College- for
Negroes
(Kentucky
State
University), a historically black
institution.
At Kentucky State, Young
was a member of Alpha Phi
Alpha, the first intercollegiate
Greek-letter fraternity estab
lished for African Americans.
During World War II, Young
received training in electrical

engineering at MIT. He was moderate organization with
then assigned to a road con many white members. During
struction crew of black soldiers Young’s lO-year tenure at the
supervised by Southern white League, he brought the organi
officers. After just three weeks, zation to the forefront of the
Civil
Rights
he was promoted from private Aiherican
to first sergeant, creating Movement, greatly expanding
hostility on both sides. Despite its mission while managing to
the tension, Young was able to keep the support of crucial
mediate effectively between his white business and political
white officers and black soldiers leaders. As part of the League’s
new mission, Young initiated
angry at their poor treatment.
like
“Street
This situation propelled Young programs
Academy,”
an
alternative
into a career in race relations.
education
system
to
prepare
In 1950, Young became
president of the Urban League’s high school dropouts for
Omaha, Neb. branch. In that college, and “New Thrust,” an
position, he helped get black effort to help local black leaders
workers into jobs that were pre identify and solve community
problems.
viously reserved for whites.
On March
11,
1971,
In 1960, Young held a
Rockefeller Foundation grant Whitney Young drowned while
that gave him a postgraduate swimming with friends in
year at Harvard University, and, Lagos, Nigeria, where he was
attending
a
conference
in the same year, joined the
NAACP and rose to become sponsored by the African
American Institute. President
state president.
In 1961, at age 40, Young Nixon sent a plane to Nigeria to
became executive director of pick up Young’s body and
the National Urban League, and travelled to Kentucky to deliver
within four years had expanded the eulogy at Young’s funeral.
Whitney Young’s legacy, as
the organization from 38
President Nixon stated in his
employees to 1,600 employees
and from an annual budget of eulogy, was that “he knew how
to accomplish what other people
$325,000 to one of $6,100,000.
He was president of the were merely for.” Young’s work
National Urban League from was instrumental in breaking
down the barriers of segregation
1961 until his death.
The Urban League had tra and inequality that held back
ditionally been a cautious and African Americans.

Asa Philip Randolph

Asa Philip Randolph was a
prominent twentieth century
African American civil rights
leader and founder of the first
black labor union in the United
States.
Randolph was bom in
Crescent City, Fla. He never
grew up being “racially inter
nalized,” meaning that he never
saw himself any less than the
white kids around him. His
father was a minister of the
A.M.E. Church who moved the
family to Jacksonville, in 1891.
In 1911, Randolph moved to
New York City’s Harlem in
hope of becoming an actor.
: Randolph’s parents objected
to his dramatic aspirations, so
while at the City College of
New York, he switched his
studies
to
politics
and
economics. While at City
College, he met his future wife,
Lucille Green. Green was a
teacher who had quit that career
and opened a lucrative beauty
salon when her first husband
died. After their marriage,
Randolph’s political activities
would often cause Lucille the
loss of some customers.
Also at City College,
Randolph met Chandler Owen,
a sociology and political science
student at Columbia University.
Together, they were influenced
by Hubert Harrison and then
formed the radical Harlem

pronouncement
magazine, The Messenger, in Roosevelt’s
1917 which espoused socialist only pertained to defense indus
views. He ran, unsuccessfully, tries and not the armed forces
as the Socialist candidate for themselves. In 1947, Randolph
New York’s secretary of state in * formed the Committee Against
Jim Crow in Military Service,
the 1921 election
Randolph had some experi later renamed the League for
Civil
ence in labor organization, Non-Violent
having organized a union of Disobedience. President Harry
elevator operators in New York S. Truman abolished racial seg
City in 1917. In 1925, Randolph regation in the armed forces
organized the Brotherhood of through Executive Order 9981
Sleeping Car Porters. This was on July 26,1948.
Surprisingly, Randolph was
the first serious effort to form a
also notable in his support for
labor union for the employees
of the Pullman Company, which restrictions on immigration.
In 1950, along with Roy
was a major employer of
Wilkins,
executive secretary of
African Americans. With
amendments to the Railway the NAACP, and Arnold
Labor Act in 1934, porters were Aronson, a leader of the
granted rights under federal law, National Jewish Community
and
membership
in
the Relations Advisory Council,
founded
the
Brotherhood jumped to more Randolph
than 7,000. After years of bitter Leadership Conference on Civil
struggle, the Pullman Company Rights. LCCR has since become
finally began to negotiate with the nation’s premier civil rights
the Brotherhood in 1935, and coalition, and has coordinated
national
legislative
agreed to a contract With them the
in 1937, winning $2,000,000 in campaign on behalf of every
pay increases for employees, a major civil rights law since
1957.
shorter workweek, and overtime
Randolph
also
helped
pay. The Brotherhood was asso
ciated with the American Rustin and Martin Luther King
Jr. to organize the March on
Federation of Labor.
Randolph emerged as one of Washington for Jobs and
the most visible spokespersons Freedom on Aug. 28, 1963. As
for African American civil the U.S. civil rights movement
rights. In 1941, he, Bayard gained momentum in the early
l960s and came to the forefront
Rustin, and A. J. Muste
proposed a March on of the nation’s consciousness,
Washington to protest racial dis his rich baritone voice was often
heard on television news
crimination in war industries.
The March was cancelled after programs addressing the nation
President of the United States on behalf of African Americans
Franklin D. Roosevelt issued engaged in the struggle for
the Fair Employment Act. Some voting rights and an end to dis
militants felt betrayed by crimination in public accommo
dations.
the cancellation because

Bayard Rustin
Bayard Rustin was an African
American civil rights activist,
important largely behind the scenes
in the civil rights movement of the
l960s and earlier and principal
organizer of the 1963 March on
Washington for Jobs and Freedom.
He counseled Martin Luther King
Jr. on the techniques of nonviolent
resistance. Rustin was openly gay
and advocated on behalf of gay and
lesbian causes in the latter part of
his career.
Rustin was bom in West
Chester, Pa. He was raised by his
maternal grandparents. Rustin’s
grandmother. Julia was a member
of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP). NAACP leaders such as
W.E.B. Du Bois and James Weldon
Johnson were frequent guests in the
Rustin home. With these influences
in his early life, Rustin campaigned
against racially discriminatory Jim
Crow laws in his youth.
In 1932, Rustin entered
Wilberforce University, but left in
1936 before taking his final exams.
He also attended Cheyney State
Teachers College, now called
Cheyney
University
of
Pennsylvania. After completing an
activist training program conducted
by the American Friends Service
Committee, Rustin moved to
Harlem in 1937 and began studying
at City College ofNew York. There
he became involved in efforts to
free the Scottsboro Boys -- nine
young black men who had been
accused falsely of raping two white
women. He also became a member
ofthe Young Communist League in
1936.
The Communist Party USA
(CPUSA) was originally a strong
supporter of the civil rights
movement, but in 1941, after
Germany invaded the Soviet
Union, Joseph Stalin ordered the
CPUSA to abandon civil rights

work and focus on support for U.S.
involvement in World War II.
Disillusioned by this betrayal,
Rustin began working with anti
communist Socialists such as A.
Philip Randolph, the head of the
Brotherhood of Sleeping Car
Porters, and A. J. Muste, leader of
the Fellowship of Reconciliation
(FOR).
The three of them proposed a
march on Washington to protest
racial discrimination in the armed
forces, but the march was canceled
after President Franklin D.
Roosevelt issued Executive Order
8802 (the Fair Employment Act),
which banned discrimination in
defense industries and federal
bureaus. Rustin also went to
California to protect the property of
Japanese Americans imprisoned in
internment camps. Impressed with
Rustin’s organizational skills,
Muste appointed him as FOR’s
secretary for student and general
affairs.
From 1944 to 1946, Rustin was
imprisoned in Lewisburg Federal
Penitentiary, where he organized
protests against segregated dining
facilities. During his incarceration,
Rustin also organized FOR’s Free
India Committee. After his release
from prison, he was frequently
arrested for protesting against
British rule in India and Africa.
Rustin took leave from the War
Resistors League in 1956 to advise
Martin Luther King Jr., on
Gandhian tactics as King organized
the public transportation boycott in
Montgomery, Ala. known as the
Montgomery Bus Boycott. The
following year, Rustin and King
began organizing the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference
(SCLC). Many African-American
leaders were concerned that
Rustin’s open homosexuality and
Communist past would undermine
support for the civil rights

movement U.S. Representative
Adam Clayton Powell Jr. forced
Rustin’s resignation from the
SCLC in 1960 by threatening to
discuss Rustin’s morals charge in
Congress.
When Rustin and Randolph
organized
the
March
on
Washington for Jobs and Freedom
in 1963, Senator Strom Thurmond
railed against Rustin as a
“Communist draft-dodger, and
homosexual” and produced an FBI
photograph of Rustin talking to
King while King was bathing, to
imply that there was a homosexual
relationship between the two. Both
men denied the allegation of an
affair, but despite King’s support,
NAACP chairman Roy Wilkins did
not allow Rustin to receive any
public recognition for his role in
planning the march.
Throughout the 1970s and
l980s, Rustin worked as a human
rights and election monitor for
Freedom House. He also testified
on behalf ofNew York State’s Gay
Rights Bill, and in 1986, claimed
that the gay and lesbian community
had become the “barometef’ of
human rights because it is “the
community which is most easily
mistreated.” He also urged gay and
lesbian organizations to stand up for
all minorities.
Rustin died on Aug. 24, 1987,
of a perforated appendix. He is
survived by his partner of 10 years,
Walter Naegle, who is his executor
and chief archivist.

Dorothy Irene Height
American
social activist
Dorothy
Height was an
advocate of women’s rights and
civil rights. While working with
the NCNW, Height also worked
for civil rights. She advocated
ending segregation in the military,
a fairer legal system, and an end
to racial restrictions on access to
public transportation. And during
the l950s, she worked on voter
registration drives in the South.
Dorothy Height was at the
forefront of the civil rights
movement in the 1960s. She
worked
closely
with
the
movement’s
major
leaders,
including King, Roy Wilkins,
Whitney Young, and A. Philip
Randolph, and she participated in
nearly all of the major civil and
human rights events of the era.
She shared the platform with the
Martin Luther King Jr. when he
delivered his “I Have a Dream”
speech in 1963.
In 1964, Height initiated
the National Council of
Negro Women’s (NCNW)
“Wednesdays in Mississippi”
program, in which women
activists from the north flew south
to spend Wednesdays in small
towns, meeting with black
women. One such meeting, held
in a church in Hattiesburg, Miss.,
was nearly the scene of tragedy
after someone threw a Molotov
cocktail through the church

window. Fortunately, the bomb
did not ignite.
During Height’s years as a
civil rights activist, she never
acquired a reputation as a radical
or militant. Height received little
attention for her work, perhaps
because the movement was
dominated by men. But Height
told People in 1998, “If you
worry about who is going to get
credit, you don’t get much work
done.” James Farmer, a former
leader of the Congress for Racial
Equality, credited Height with
bringing the women’s movement
into the civil rights struggle.
Following major civil rights
victories in the l960s, Height
supported initiatives aimed at
eliminating
poverty
among
southern blacks; such as home
ownership programs and child
care centers. There was even a
program aimed at giving poor
families a pig. As Height
explained to People in 1998, “I
thought if they had a pig in their
backyard, no one could push
them around.”
In the l980s and l990s, the
NCNW under Height’s direction
took on AIDS education and put
in place a program to celebrate
traditional African American
values. In 1986, Height inaugu
rated the Black Family Reunion
Celebration to reinforce the tradi
tional strengths and values of the
African American family. In the
late 1990s, Height championed

the confirmation of Alexis
Herman, the first black woman to
head the U.S. Department of
Labor.
In 2001, Height told Black
Issues in Higher Education that
sit-ins and protest marches had
been replaced by lobbying for
legislation. Instead of desegrega
tion and voting rights, the issues
had become economic opportuni
ty, educational equality, and an
end to racial profiling. If Height
had any regrets, one was that the
righteous indignation that 'had
spurred the civil rights movement
was lacking in the new century.
She asked where the country
would be if the “vigor placed in
fighting slavery and in the
women’s movement had kept
pace.”
Height was inducted into the
National Women’s Hall of Fame
in 1993. She received more than
20 honorary degrees, including
degrees from Harvard and
Princeton Universities. In 1998,
she told People, “I want to be
remembered as someone who
used herself and anything she
could touch to work for justice
and freedom....” The recipient.
of more than 50 awards from
local, state, and national organiza
tions, Height received the
Presidential Medal of Freedom,
the nation’s highest civilian
honor, in 1994.
“I want to be remembered as
one who tried.”
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In honor of a man who didn't believe in labels.
Celebrating Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 1.21.08
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